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OBhJECT IVES

Our charge in the study covered by this final report was threefold

1) To establish the adequacy of the time dependent polymer data previously
-'. obtained; if inadequate, to obtain a new set of data and to evaluate the

kinetic-elastic approach for the representation of this data.

2) To obtain rheological data on a variety of potential carbon black -
JP-1O slurry fuel formulations in order to help establish their general
rheological characteristics as a function of shear level and temperature
and to adapt the kinetic-elastic approach for the description of such
materials.

3) To obtain, if time permit:ed, a data set for the high viscosity
reference lubricant 5P4E.

Our objectives have been accomplished and this report provides the detailed
summary of our efforts.

.%
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SIGNIFICANCE

Systems that involve rheological fluids, such as those found in polymer

processing and in the fields of fuels and lubricants, often involve

rapid-response, unsteady-state conditions. A rheological model must be able to
adequately represent data in the time domain. The model should also be able to
account for changes in concentration and temperature. As important is that the

constants and parameters of the model have basic meaning that can be interpreted
in terms of the fluid's composition and can be related to the performance of the
fluid in its application. Ideally, one would like to know enough about the

%fluid's rheology so that modifications of the fluid can be made in response to a
change in the fluid's performance in a system. Such change would be caused, for
example, by more severe conditions or by a change in the physical system itself.
The "kinetic-elastic model" developed at Ohio State has the potential of

representing complex rheological data. The general approach of our effort is

one of a complete characterization of any given non-Newtonian material so that
one can apply this information to evaluate the flow of the material.

Tie work has sijnificance with respect to the flow of various exotic
materials such as thick slurry fuels, shale oil products, coal-oil mixtures, and
modern lubricants. %here is, for example, amazingly little known about the flow
properties -f slurry materials with yields. There is no adequate means of

representin; such data when the miterial has viscoelastic characteristics. It
is a simple matter to extend our ipproach to allow description of materials of
this nature. Such an analysis woald apply to slurry fuels and coal-oil
mixtures. It has only been in recent years that workers involved in lubrication
have come to realize that materials they are dealing with are highly
non-Newtonian and viscoelastic in their chai =cteristics. Indeed, modern

lubricants contain a high amount of polymeri, additives and these are
notoriously viscoelastic. It is interesting to speculate that the elastic
characteristics involved in sudden deformation could be an explanation as to why
some lubricants fail at high stress conditios at low temperatures.

4
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ENDEAVORS

In our original proposal we provided a detailed summary of the field, our

earlier endeavors, and a detailed development of the theory. We repeat
this material here as Appendix D. Included in the review is a literature
survey of the limited work done by others on lubricants and on slurry fuels.

The various approaches towards the elucidation of the rheological
characteristics of materials generally fall into one of five classifications:
empirical, phenomenological (mostly rate pro-esses), linear viscoelastic,
nonlinear viscoelastic, and microrheological analyses. The empirical methods
correlate data by curve-fitting techniques. The rate theories have as their
basis the assumption that the nonlinear characteristics can be associated with
some structural change of the material whether it involves particle associations
and dissociations, link formations and ruptures, or molecular entanglements and
disentanglements. The linear viscoelastic models are based upon linear
combinations of hook's law of elascicity and :iewton's law of viscosity. Thc,
nonlinear viscoelastit models are based on c( itinuum mechanics and nonlinear
combination mechanical models. Fiaally, mict)rheological analysis starts with
the basic molecular oi microscopic variables such as particle sizes, molecularinteractions, and chaia lengths. \ simplified mechanism is proposed, and thenit is mathematically iepresented aid solved.

Each approach has made contributions to the field, but with the present
state-of-the-art, we cannot completely describe the non-Newtonian behavior even
in simple geometrLes. Steady-state flow behavior has been extensively
investigated, and the representations available are adequate. However, little

ais understood about the unsteady-state flow, such as shear stress and normal
* stress growth after the onset of a sudden shear rate. The theories in the
* literature are not always able to predict, for example, stress growth at a given

constant shear rate from data obtained on other experiments.

Our efforts over the past two years were both experimental and theoretical.
The experimental work involved a complete ani Lysis of our older data on thePMMA/DEP polymeric system so as to determine the adequacy of the data. We made
the necessary repairs to the R-16 instrument to improve it so that adequate data
for the polymer system could be obtained. This involved instrument repair and
installing a new data acquisition system. The R-16 instrument was modified
further to allow accurate measurements to be made on low viscosity materials
such as the slurry-fuel and typical lubricants. In addition, the limited
temperature control system was changed so that measurements could be made at
reduced temperatures. Measurements were then made on both the Haake system and
the R-16 instrument over a range ot temperatures for the slurry-fuel and
lubricant materials. Finally, the theory was tested and adapted to fit the
data. In the next section, a detailed review is given of the accomplishments
outlined above. Here, these efforts are briefly reviewed in less detail to
give the reader a feel for our efforts.

IS BLANK "
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K'.. We were unable to find any data in the literature that was taken with high

enough time resolution to allow evaluation of the parameters of our

kinetic-elastic model. Thus, we turned to the evaluation of our own data on
PMMA/DEP. The sets of data for data evaluation were very carefully reduced to
remove noise. Although the result of our analysis raised some questions as to
the adequacy of this data, we felt that the transient sets of data were
satisfactory. The measurement of the exact time delay from the moment of
activation of the brake-drive switch to the shear stress signal is important in
obtaining the true initial slope at zero time in a stress build-up experiment.

The response time obtained is better than 0.01 second.

With the simplest form of the kinetic equation of A B, no combination of
constants would provide an adequate fit. In order to improve the model so that
it would fit all types of data, two steps were found necessary. As was done
earlier and described in the review presented in Appendix D, the first
step was to use a more empirical form for the elastic part of the theory.
Rather than picturing the problem as a coupled elasto-viscous phenomena, the
older view pictured the elastic contribution as an elastic response to a
changing viscosity basis as caused by the kinetic change. The second step
required was to modify the simple one-step kinetic model of A B B to A ' B C.
In the initial tests of this idea, quite satisfactory fits to the transient data
were obtained.

A detailed reevaluation of all the equilibrium data was made as well as an
in-depth evaluation of one constant shear rate experiment at a shear rate of

10.8 sec'1.

A preliminary estimate of the kinetic constants for the experimental run
had to be made so that there would be a good starting point for the optimization
of the constants. A study of the effect of the variation of the various
constants of the kinetic-elastic approach on the final response curve was

probably one of the most interesting results of the analysis. These results
provided the guidelines necessary for the optimization by iteration. The
optimization of constants was not done by computer optimization procedures
because of the large number of constants involved. Rather the results of the

*.. •previous parametric study were used to adjust the theoretical curve to obtain
the best fit to the data. This was accomplished by human iteration using the
computer graphics system. The predicted data from the kinetic-elastic theory
deviated approximately 3.95% from the transient experimental data for the

constant shear rate experiments. The value of the parameters that were varied
generally increased over the range from 3.4 to 21.5 sec -1 .

For the stress relaxation experiments, various reasonable assumptions for
the initial conditions of the shear rate did not affect the elastic equation

prediction. The normal assumption of no shear rate during the entire stress
relaxation was adequate. However, a combination of thixotropic viscosity and
the elastic equation was necessary to account for the elastic contribution to
the stress relaxation. An improved prediction of stress decay was obtained by

modest changes of the kinetic constants. It was concluded either that the data
available were not good or that the elastic equation of the theory for stress
relaxation was not exactly correct.

6
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The initial shear rate for the constant shear stress experiments should be

less than 0.001 sec -1 and the value of the second modulus elastic- parameter is

much smaller than the first. The modified kinetic*-elastic theory shows

excellent agreement between the experimental and predicted shear strain data for
the constant shear stress experiments. The average percent standard deviation

from the experimental strain data was approximately 1.80% from the constant
shear stress experiments.

The first elastic modulus parameter cannot be considered a coustant because

it is affected by the level of shear rate. The modulus parameter for stress

relaxation is different from that for stress growth. The second parameter has

no significant dependency on shear rate for the constant shear stress

experiment.

in general, we can conclude that a two-step reaction concept ot thixotrupy

coupled with a changing viscosity basis for the elastic response shows excellent
-. agreement with steady shear rate, constant shear rate, and co)nstant ,hear stress

txperiments. The tleory predicts well the stress overshoot it high -;hear rates
and unsteady shear iate variation at constant shear stress. The pre.,ent theory

cannot use a consta,.t value of viscosity ( r u) in the elastik equatin to

describe stress rel. xation experiments. However, the value uit rl t in the
elastic equation with slightly midified values of the kinetic parameters

predicts well the sLear stress r laxation results.

As a result of further anal isis of the kinetic theory, we discovered that
there coult be .i re e va Id int, rpretation of tht upper Newtonian viscosity than

- e have male it the past. In g, teral, we had previously taken the upper
Newtot ian jisc- ;ity as t ,e solv it viscosity (in this case ).09 poise.).

: hwev, r, nilectular heor of vi, ,Jus polymer solutions shows that the upp,r
'- Newton ian vlsco ity is probably loch higher Liian this (in the rat-ge of 5(LJ to

12,00H poie t, - ou solt ios). Even with tnis major chi ng,,, the data (ann, t

-.. be fitted jith the impl. one st -p kinetic -; thus, the more ,ompl icated two *tep
kinetics are still ,equited.

*%. -. It may be that the idequatt fit obtained from the two-step model is a
conseq1uence of the model having more adjustable ( instants rather than being i
better representatio n of the kiinetic change mecha iism. There. is, for example,

an inconsistency in that we use r1o in the stress growth, but must use r t
in the stress relax.ition. We were not sure at this point if the theory or the

polymer data was the problem. Thus, we undertook two steps. First, since tie
polymer data being ,,sed was the loisy data obtain,d several /ears ago by Song,
we obtained a compl, tely new set ot polymer data as describcd in the next
section. The new data was quite good and no noise removal (filtering) was
needed. The second step was a sul-searching analysis of the kinetic-elastic
theory.

-- Why should the two-step mod.?L. be necessary when the one-step concept is
simpler and has fewer adjustable constants? At this point we made a concession

to history and our (own work. We had been forcing the first elasticity parameter
to be a function of shear rate level only. Historically it has been taken as a

% spectrum of values ;it any one shear rate, i.e., a range of values that come into

4'
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play at various times. This is in agreement with our earlier work which showed

that the parameter determined from oscillatory data is both a function of shear

level and frequency of oscillation. We had not used this concept because we
thought the parameter could be a constant and that the variation observed could
be a result of the variation of n t . In this, we were incorrect. The
modification to our one-step theory is almost trivial; i.e., the modulus
parameters are now real parameters and as such are determined so as to give a
perfect fit for the one-step model. The test comes from the simplicity of
representation of the parameters and from comparison of values obtained from

other independent experiments. The results of this new approach are very

promising. The values of the constants for the representation of the parameters
were determined independently for each shear rate. Therefore, if any of them
varied with the shear rate that variation would be clearly observed. Only three

* of the constants showed a systemaitic variation: the forward specific rate
constant, the initial (or primary) value of the elastic parameter, and the final

(or asymptotic) value of the elastic parameter. Further investigation ot th"

effect of variations in the elastic part of the theory mast await future worr,
under the renewal of the contract. The details of the polymer data acquisit:on,
analysis, and the new developmen-s are included in the next secti)n. In

addition, suggestions for furthe work are included.

The flow behavior of suspen ;ions encompasses the fulL range if material
characteristics. They can vary .n consistency from fluidi tc almost solids, and
they can be Newtoniai or non-New onian. Dilute suspensions often behave as
simple Newtonian liq iids. As th. concentration o! particLes incr-ases,
stispensioas become n)n-Newtonian. Thixotropy, sh, ar-thiniing, rhcopexy, and
eten visc.)elasticit can be seen in such systems. At certain concentrations,
suspensioas may even function as solids. In order to handle susp,2nsions

* properly during proc,ssing or pu ping, their flow behavior should be well

understood and chara :terized.

Carbon-black hai been widel used as a filler or reinforcing agent in

*rubbers, paints, and other polym, rs. Though carbon black can modify the

properties of polymers, like smooth low-swell extrusion, it also changes the
rheological properties of the sy:;tem. The change of rheological properties
depends on the fundanental properties of the carbon additive: particle size,
porosity, and structure. Besides; being used as a filler in polymers, to
increase the available energy per unit mass as a solid fuel, carbon black, a
combustible solid, has been added to a liquid fuel, JP-lO, to form a higher
energy slurry fuel.

Though the presence of solids increases the available energy, the flow

behavior of the slurry is made complicated by the solids. The slurry is no
longer a simple Newtonian fluid in spite of having a Newtonian solvent, JP-1,.
Its rheological properties become difficult to characterize as a result of the
combination of solid and liquid properties. In order to add to our knowledge
about the slurry fuels, their rheological properties (viscosity, Ulasticity, and

plasticity) were studied and analyzed in detail. These details can be found in
the next section and are briefly cited here.

• .. *.*
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Slurry fuels sliow non-Aewtonian fluid behavior under imiosed forces. The
shear stress-shear rate relationships were studied as a function of time over a
wide range of shear rates and temperatures. Since the deviation from Newtonian
behavior is due to the presence of solids, the non-Newtonian characteristics are
highly dependent on the solid properties: type of solid, particle size,

concentration, shape, and distribution. No effort was made to relate the
rheological characteristics to the properties of solids in this preliminary
study. Instead, slurries with different particle sizes and stabilizers (as
supplied) were studied to provide general insights into the rheological nature
of such materials. These should be useful to the researcher to help design the
proper formulation.

In order to have a better understanding of the flow mechanism of the
slurries, both tran,;ient and steady state conditions were measured. Transi-it
data was obtained b' suddenly imposing a step change of shear rate on the system
and measuring the saear stress as a function of time. It was found that slurry

fuels possess a time-dependent behavior called thixotropy. :lasticity, another
* property that can b, seen in suspensions due to tie interactions of particle. ,
* was estimated from :-he transieni data.

Yield stress ii still anot.er pronounced property of suspensions. The
yield stress must b.. overcome b- any pumping system a nd will dictate the ma;inum

lower required. Th, yield stre.ses of the slurry fuels were determiiaed and

-tudied to see how hey affect ihe flow.

he change of the v scosity of uels with temperature is important, especiaily
,t low temperatures Viscosity is due to the internal frictLon between
iolecules in liquid;. Since te perature is a measurement of molecular motin,
temperature is the ,,ost important variable affecting the viscosity of
suspensions. As th: temperature drops, the solid properties of the system could
dominate and be cri ical for pumping. In practice, the viscosity of fuels
should be as little temperature-dependent as possible so as to minimize the
required power at low temperatures. The viscosity of the slurries was studied
over a wide range of temperatures.

The final objective was to construct a rheological equation of state tlat
could be used with the equations of motion to predict conipli ated flow beha.ior
of slurries in practical situations. To accomplish this, the kinetic-elastic
model was modified to describe the complex behavior of suspensions. The fit of
the model to the eqiilibrium data is excellent. The fit in the time domain is
not as precise, but is adequate. Certainly it could be improved with increased
knowledge of the mechanism of thme initial break-down of the solid structure. It
is this study that aould be a part of our renewal contract and is given in ,ore

detail in the next section.

Besides the collection and analysis of data for the polymer system and the
in-depth data on the slurry fuels, additional data was obtained on the reference
Lubricant 5P4E. This data has bt-en obtained over a wide range of temperatures

9
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- and because of its polymer like nature should be interpreted similarly. The
-"\' data set as well as the future work necessary to analyze this data is detailed

in the next section.
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DETAILS OF RESEARCH RESULTS

I. POLYMERIC MATERIAL

We were unable to find any data in the literature that was taken with high

enough time resolution to allow evaluation of the parameters of our
Kinetic-Elastic model. Thus, we turned to the evaluation of our own data on
PMA/DEP.

A. Instrument Response

Since the elastic modulus parameter of the Kinetic-Elastic model is related
with the initial slope at zero time, it is important to establish the exact time
delay from the moment of activation of the break-drive unit of the Weissenberg
rheogoniometer to the appearance of the shear stress signal. Thus, the

measurement of the mechanical response of the Model R-16 Weissenberg
rheogoniometer was undertaken for analyzing the transient data during the
initial period of stress growth. The resulting data and analysis allowed us to
obtain the time-delay to the true beginning in a stress-buildup experiment. The
response time obtainad was much faster than that suggested in the instruction
manual (about 0.04 seconds). The response times of the viscometer at constant
shear rates of 3.408 sec -1 , 10.8 sec and 21.48 sec - are 0.009 sec,
0.007 sec, and 0.008 sec respectively.

B. Noise

The sets of data for data evluation were very carefully reduced so a:; to

remove any extraneou; noise introduced from the gearbox system. We feel that
the transient sets oi data are satisfactory.

C. Theory for One-Step Reaction

Appendix B of the proposal gives a complete tabulation of the equations of
the modified Kinetic-Elastic theory used in the initial theory evaluation. The
necessary equations from that Appendix are reproduced here as Appendix B.
Equations 1, 6, and 7 are the kinetic rate expressions. Equation 11 is the
elastic contribution. Equations 12 to 14 are used to evaluate the equilibrium

constants. Equations 4, 5, and 8 are used for fitting of the stress growth
data.

C.1 Equilibrium Evaluation for One-Step Reaction

The evaluation of the equilibrium kinetic constants (K and p) of the
Kinetic-Elastic modeL has been done at the equilibrium state. These and other

constants of the theory are noted in Appendix B of this report and in more
detail in Appendix B of the proposal. In this analysis, 4 combinations of m, n,

aid a were used (m - 1, n - 2 or 3, a - I or 3.5). The results show that all
combinations of m, n, and a give reasonable prediction of the shear rate and

equilibrium shear stress. The values obtained for p and K are listed in Park's
thesis (75)*. The maximum range of % deviation of the predicted shear rate and
equilibrium stress are 19% and 16%, respectively. The equilibrium constants (p
and K) show a weak dependency on concentration. The p values are slightly more

sensitive to concentration change than the K values.

* Specific thesis c.ted herein are given in the proposal reference list

reproduced here as Appendix A.
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li h -i, ,--," :'i ,lV , i~ t rir 1-, 11 'T ) and one shear rate

I -. -i) Wv dIL ,ht ,t,,,vt tie 1 L-l 1ibrfium (sttady state)
it. t rans ient d it 2 wa t hen jsed t , I i t rie .ilt i rt ( urve. lie initial

slope was ised tO eSt ab 1. tie Vati. prometer. adriis parameter search
techniques were used t, esttish the reaiatning onstadts. A typical example is
shown in Figur,. 1.

With the simplest torm of the kinetic equution of A - B as described in the
original proposal, no combination of constants would provide an adequate fit.
If the time to the peak in the response curve were matched, the degree of

overshoot was excessive. If the amplitude of the over-shoot was matched, the
time to the peak was to) short. The poor initial fit is a result ot the
non-flexible nature of the model, t.e., logically sa-isfactory but not

satisfactory for an empirical fit.

D. Two-Step Reaction

In order to improve the model so that it would fit all types of data, two

steps were necessary. The first step was to use a .ore empirical form for the

elastic part of thi theory as was lone earlier and is described in the review .f
our proposal. Ratlher than picturiig the problem as a coupled elasto-viscous

phenomena, we used the older view Ahich pictured the elastic contribution ai an
' elastic response t, a changing vis. osity basis as caused by a kinetic chang,.

The second step re, uired was to modify the simple oae-step kinetic model of
A B -o something more complex lie AZ B Z C. This change makes evaluation of

the constants more difficult. All of the variables, constants, and paramet._rs
used in the sequel are given in Tible I and have the same parallel meaning as
the corresponding leras have in th _ one step reaction; e.g., KA and KB are
the two equilibriur constants that are now needed to replace K; ml, m 2 ,
nl, n2 are reactior orders needed to replace m and n, etc.

D.1 Equilibrium Evaluation for Two-Step Reaction

.-. The value of a was selected as 3.5 based o.i previous work and not
modified or adjusted in any way. The value of fl. was taken as 0.09 poise bised
on experimental analysis and not modified or adjusted. Six combinations of
i ml, m 2 , nj, and n2 were selected for testing. These six were selected
based on logical arguments for the orders of the forward and reverse reactions.
The variation of tte parameter S was studied for each of the six cases. (The
parameter S is defined in equation (L) and (M) in Table I). The specific
evaluation of the constants was done by first using equation (E) to obtain KA
and PA from a log-log plot of the LHS (left-hand-side) against the equilibrium
shear stress T eg The constants K3 and PB were then evaluated in a
similar manner using equation (F) and the values of KA and PA evaluated in
the previous step. Values of S below 2 resulted in F being negative, which is
unrealistic. Too high values of S reverted the two step kinetics to the older
single step system. Since the selection of S was not critical to fit the data,

a value of 2.5 was selected for further evaluation of the data. All six cases
for S = 2.5 were quite satisfactory and within the scatter of the experimental
equilibrium data.

From past work on equilibrium data, we have leirned that data at low rites

of shear should be weighted less tlian that at higher rates. This is a restlt of
FA being near unity. When the teri that involves I- FA is evaluated, we

12
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TABLE I

:AJN4.. . rUATIJNS LAC3 KINETI .-ELASTIC 'Ml-O.(Y
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(B'-FB/dt 1t 1 CA 1 - (k3 + k2  )(CFp9

-k4 T P (CFB) r2+ (k, + 5 )(CF)2
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TABLE I (continued)

[1 .r/" (dF /dt,

(Cn 2-~ )1FA B n 2 C m2 F B2

(H)I (i/S)](dFA/dt'd=
m 2 A 2P42
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introduce considerable error due to the taking of differences of large nunber:.
Thus, the equilibrium results were evaluated by using a variable weighting
factor to improve fit. To illustrate the adequacy of the data fit, Figure 2
gives the evaluation of KA and PA from the plot according to equation (E)
and Figure 3 gives the evaluation of KB and PB from the plot according to
equation (F). These are presented only for case 1, but all other cases were
nearly as good. Finally, Figure 4 gives the final backcalculated result of the
experimental and predicted basic shear diagram equilibrium results for this same
case. Clearly these results are more than adequate to represent the data over a
range of concentrAtions.

D.2 Transient Evaluation of Two-Step Reaction for Stress Growth

As was seen in the previous section, and as was true with the one-step
model, no problems were experienced in fitting the equilibrium data. Completely
adequate fits were obtained in all cases. However, the fits to the complete
transient curves were only somewhat improved over those shown in Figure I (see
Figure 5). This result strongly suggested that the kinetic aspect of the theory
was not the main cau'e of the equation's failure to provide an adequate fit for
the data.

In addition to tie kinetic c iange, a change in the elastic response
:ormulation of the tl.,ory wa; mad -. Rather than picturing the probleir as a

oupled elasto-vicou; phenonena, an oller iiew of the elatic contributicn
leir, an elastic resp)nse to a chinging vis osity basis as -; ised by the linel Lc

,-hange was used. In the ini-ial .ests of tiis idea, quite satisfactory fits to
the transient dat wure obtained isee F[gure 6).

Preliminary values for kinetc constants. A preliminary estimate of all
the kinetic constants was made so that there would be a good starting point for
;-he optimization of constants.

The procedure for evaluation of k, and pl is first to calculate F&
from the data using equations (G) and (I) and then to plot this FA as a
function of time. Tha calculatioai can be done since G l will have been
previously estimated from the ini.al slope of the data and fl, is known.
Fron the plot, the initial rate c-in be obtained from the slope at t - 0, i.e.,
an evaluation of the term - (dFA/.It)t.o. Equation (A) at time zero reduces
to equation (J), whici in turn cai be rearranged to equation (K) by using
initial conditions. .\ plot of th,! LHS of equation (K) versus Y will give a
slole of pl, and from the interce;)t, the concentration, and f,,, kl can be
calculated. Since P2 and k2 are uniquely related to pl, kl, KA, arid
PA, k2 and P2 are als) known (for k2 evaluation it is assumed that
k3 = 0). The constant k3 appears in the rate equations in (A) and (B) of
'able I. It describe; the Browniig motion buiLd-up of structure a3 is explained
in Appendix B of the )roposal. Tie term, k3 , is small compared to the tern to
which it must be addel. Since da-a at various shear rates were used in this
evaluation, values were not obtaiied that are a function ot shear rate. The
value for Pl was 0.3879 and that "or kl was 0.2204. These values 4ill serve
as the initial estimates for optiiization at. all shear rates.

Evaluation of th, preliminar, values for P4 and k4 was more difficult
because data near equilibrium had to be used. Equation (D), with i ficed value
of of 2.5, was ,ised to obtain d B/dt rrom the values of d, dt previously
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calculated from equations (G) and (I). After some rearrangement of equations
(A), (B), and (D) as well as the introduction of the relation between K4,
k5 , and KB and of that between P4, P5, and PB, equation (L) can be
obtained.

After further multiplication, this can be rearranged into a more convenient form

given by equation (M). A plot of the LHS of equation (M) versus the shear
9tress provides for the evaluation of P4 and k4, from which P5 and k 5

can be readily obtained with the assumption of k6 = 0. This is clearly

parallel to taking k 3 - 0 in the same equation. All cases were evaluated.

Parametric analysis of equations. A study of the effect of the variation
of the various constants of the kinetic-elastic approach on the final response
curve produced one of the most interesting results of the analysis. A figure is
needed to show each constant. Figure 7 shows the effect of KA; the data curve
for'run #322 is shown for comparison. Figure 8 shows the effect of G1 that
changes both the initial slope and the peak overshoot value. The figures for the

- effect of the other paLrameters can be found in reference 74. These results
provide the guideline, necessary for the optimization by iteration to be
desc ibed next.

Optimization of ionstants. "he optimization of constants was not done by
comp iter optimization procedures because of the large number o[ constants
invoLved. F1ther the results of the previou, parametric study were used to
.dju:it the theoretica curve so a, to obtain the best fit to tle dita. Ths was
acconplished by human iteration u.ing the coi.puter graphics sy:item. The
specLfic procedure wa. first to plot the expcrimental data. The equilibrium
constants were then a justed to provide the best fit for the specific run. This
involved only a small change in PA; KA, KB, and PB remained as
previously estimated. Next G1 was adjusted, if necessary, to give the best

%' . fit for the initial slope. Finally pl and P4 were slightly adjusted to
provide the best final fit for the system. The constants k, and k4 were not
changed from their initial estimates. Recall that the trend in changing them
was -eactly the same as changing p, and P4. As a test on the adequacy of
the fit, a mean squared deviation given as equation (N) in Table I was used.
The result is shown in Figure 9. The final values for all constants and all of

the plotted results con be found in reference 74. The standard deviation of all

'of the data was less than 4%.

D.3 Transient Evluation of Two-Step Reaction for Stress Relaxation

The constantE from the stress growtit experiment were used to predict

stress relaxation. A constant viscosity ( neq), which poorly predicted
results, was used in the elastic equation. huch better results were obtained
when we replaced neq vith a variable viscosity (fit). The equations used are

given in Table I. e found that using a constant viscosity was better for
stress growth and a w riable viscosity was better for stress relaxation. We are

uncomfortable with th: s, but have no expianai Lon for the results.

' The results of t| e parametric study show that the stress decay increases ;t
a faster rate with an increase in GI (see Fig;ure 10). PA has in effect on

the initial slope. GI controls the initial slope. PI has the same effect
* as PA- P4 has an effect on the curve near thl, equilibrium state. The
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higher P4, the higher the tail part of the curve. However, P4 has no
S-' significant effect within a range of -0.29 to -0.14. K4 has the same effect

as P4, but no significant effect within the above range.

Use of the maximum values for the parameters that were observed for stress

growth provided a reasonable prediction for the stress decay. Therefore, the

- .equilibrium and kinetic constants, except pl, were retained and the value of

G. was used as 0.5 x 105 dyne/cm 2 for all the data sets. Here, P1 was
changed within a range of 0.26 to 0.30 for the best fit.

The standard deviation was used as a fitting criteria; the average value
was 0.05. Comparison of one of the predicted results to the experimental data

is illustrated in Figure 11.

Effect of Initial Conditions. Previously we assumed that the shear rate

dropped instantaneously to zero at the initial time of the stress relaxation
experiment. Since this is not exactly true, we realized that the initial shape
of the relaxation curve could be affected. Thus, we modified the analysis to
allow a nonzero iritiil shear rate condition. Due to a response delay in the
Weissenberg rheo-oniometer, the lojwer plate of the rheogoniometer continues to
rotate for a very short time after the brake switch for the lower plate is
activated. To approximate this alternate initial condition, the shear rate was
expressed as a fricti-n of time rither than being set to zero. The resulting
s;et of equations that must be similtaneously iitegrated is the same with only

S., the first equati,, fc'- the viscoe-astic part of the theory re,,uiring

modification.

Since the brake-irive system response time of the rheogoniometer was within

0.01 seconds, the val,e of 8 shouLd be between 100 and 150. The term is
definel in equation (Q) in Table i. The result of the parametric study of the
. -effect showed that a value of 3 between 25 to 200 had no significant effect
during stress relaxation.

The normally assumed initial condition of zero shear rate is clearly

satisfactory for the stress relaxation experiment.

D.4 Transient Evaluation for Two-Step Reaction for Shear Change at Constant

Stress

The shear strain data during the constant shear stress experiments is
not contaminated by noise, since the motor drive system is disengaged. Thus,
the raw data obtained by Song was directly analyzed.

Since the constait stress experiments introduce one new elastic parameter

(G2 ), but no new paraieters as far as the kinetic part of the theory is
concerned, the equiliirium shear stress was carefully compared to those at
constant shear rite (CSR) in order to apply values of the kinetic parameters

obtained at CSR fIr analysis of shear strain data. Since the raw data taken by
Song was shear strain instead of shear rate, the elastic equation was

numerically integratel again to obtain the -hear strain. Another reason for
this procedure is that the numerical integration involves ies error than

- numerical differentiation, which tends to amplify small variations. Therefore,
comparison of she.r rite was made indirectly by strain curves.
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.v' The values oi the parameters obtained from tiet cunta,; iit,' ratLe

experiments (having the same equilibrium shear stress as Lhose at Ic constant
shear stress experiments) were directly used for Lie .itybis ,f tiansierit shear
strain and shear rate during the first 5 seconds of tht x:,pcriment.

The results of a parametric study show that the iniciai cnditioi of the
shear rate ( in at t = 0) has a slifting effect on the oriS1:, kztr,) time) and

that i/i nt=0 should be less than 0.01 sec -1 . The elasL!, pralncLer (2
has an effect on curvature of shear strain. rhe larger the value cf C 2 , the
more convex the strair curve. Values of G 2 less thdn 1, lhvc nu -significant
effect.

The elastic parameter (G)) is the only parameter u ', to control

the strain curve and is found to be approxii. tely i]' i:a fr the best
fit. This value of G, is much smaller than t iose ,ctai thor
researchers. Even thuigh the decreased valu of 62 gets : - to Lite
experimental shear st ain curve, the result -, ows that ,he fIl vlue of G,
obtain-d for each str ss level has no dependt icy on the shere i trs.

'The prediction ol the shear strain with he neT as A , to the

experimental data and the percent itandard dc ,iation (PSTD) o rh( entire data
.Z- d set waK about 1.2,'%. In order to show the e> ellint agreement betveen the

experimental and predicted shear itrain data a typical pit I shown in Figure712.

E. Coriparison of Kin( tic-Elastic Two-Step Ri iction Results , itl, 1.rlier Efforts

The theory has been analyzed for stress rowth, stress -elatxation, constant
shear stress experimerts and oscillation experiments by earlier researchers.
These previous re.ear hers have used the simple one-step reaction oncept of
A 4 B for the kinetic part of the theory. However, in this work, the old theory
had to be modified by introducing a two-step reversible reaction (A Z B Z C)
concept. Therefore, the values of the constants and parameter: from the present
work will be different from those obtained by others.

The previous restearchers provided values of an elastic modulus parameter,
C", for their models. Song (10) .alculated ;I from the initial slope, but
he had difficulty in obtaining the true initial slope due to the noise and not
knowing the exact zero in time. Thus, he obtained his values of G, from the
approximated slope by the simple window averaging technique. The values of G I
obtained by Song were within the range of 66,000 to 110,000 dyje/cn 2 , which
were determined at the shear rates of 1.08 sec -1 and 21.48 seJ 1,

respectively. His results showed that G, im reased with an increas'e in shear
rate. This trend of G; is in agreement with the results o the present work.

Pandalai (12) obtained the values of G1 by a linear interpolation for his
oscillation experimen s based on the fact th; t the elastic parameters (G1 and
G2 ) are functions of .oncentratioit. In his ork, the value of G1 incre:ased
with an increase in stear rate. However, th( value of G, was leperident on the

value of k2 used to fit the initi; l slope in his work. Another ini-eresting
observation by Paiidalti was that i much high, r value of G I han to )e used for
the stress relaxation experiments to obtain -a adequate fit. tlkndilai's results
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differ from the present work which shows a mu~h smaller value of C1 for the

stress decay compared with the value for stress overshoot.

Lander (13) extensively studied the elastic modulus parameters (G1 and
G2) by oscillation methods. The effects of oscillatory frequency, shear rate
and temperature were all considered. He calculated G1 for five different
oscillatory frequencies within the range of 0.03 to 3.0 Hz at four different
temperatures. In Lander's work, the values of G and G2 were obtained by
extrapolations to zero amplitude of oscillation. He concluded that the values
of G1 increased with oscillatory frequency and decreased with temperature.
The viscosity effect on G1 in his work is similar to the effect of the
oscillatory frequency. For the shear rate effects on G1, the value of G1
goes to zero as the upper Newtonian region is approached. However, the effect
of shear rate on G1 from Lander's work is contrary to those obtained from the
present Kinetic-Elastic model. Also, the value of G, obtained by Lander in
the near non-Newtonian transition area should be reexamined at higher shear
rates. Lander had difficulty establishing the value of G1 from his

oscillatory tests at shear rates over 4 sec - 1.

In the present work, the values of G for the constant shear rate
S. experiments are obtained from the initial slope of the filtered data. The value

of G2 is obtained from the constant shear stress experiments and is the only
* . ~parameter to control the shear strain curve.

Tables 1I and III summarize the values of the elastic modulus parameters
obtained in this work and by other researchers.

A conclusion from this work and that done by others is that the elastic
modulus cannot be considered constant, but is a function of shear rate.

" F. Conclusions for Kinetic-Elastic Theory - Phase I

" In general, we can conclude that a two-step reaction concept of thixotropy

coupled with a changing viscosity basis for the elastic response shows excellent
agreement with steady, constant shear rate, and constant shear stress

.-- experiments. The theory predicts well the stress overshoot at high shear rates
• .- -and unsteady shear rate variation at constant shear stress. The present theory

cannot use a constant value of viscosity (n 0 ) in the elastic equation to
describe stress relaxation experiments. However, the value of n t in the
elastic equation with slightly modified values of the kinetic parameters
predicts well the shear stress relaxation results. It is recognized that the
Kinetic-Elastic approach has great potential for the representation of

J'",:•  rheological data for both transient and equilibrium states but requires further
development.

More specific conclusions are

1. The measuzement of the exact tim( delay from the moment of
adtivatior of the brake-drive swiich of the shear stress signal
is importzrit in obtaining the tr initial slope at zero time in
a stress 1,uild-up experiment. T1,e response time obtained is better

than 0.01 second.
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Table IT Comparison of G, obtained by various investigators using
PMMA in DEP.

Investigators Range of G1  Remarks
(dyne/cm

2 )

obtai'ned with shear rates

Present work of 3.40 to 21.48 see- !

by Park 102,2701272,270 357 PMMA in DEP only.

Song 66,000oil0,00o obtained with shear rates

of 1.08 to 21.48 sec-1 .
* ". 30%, 35% and 40% PMMA in

DEP.

Pandalai 30,000"180,ooc obtained with oscillatory
frequencies of 0.1563 Hz
to 1.19 Hz.

__-__"-_ 38.5% PMMA in DEP.

Lander 13,660%133,8oc obtained at zero shear rate

with the oscillatory fre-

quencies of 0.- Hz to 3.0

Hz.
30%, 35% an d 40% PMMA in

-"_ __ _DEP.

Table Ill Comparison of G2 obtained :,y various investigators
4. using PMMA in D-P.

Investigator Range of G2  Remarks

(dyne/cm2 )

obtained with shear stress of
Present work 100"1,000 85,810 to 136,510 dyne/cm 2 .
by Park 35% PMMA in DEP only.

obtained with shear stress of
Song 40,000700,000 85,810 to 136,510 dyne/cm 2.

30%, 35% and 40% PMMA in DEP.
obtained with oscillatory

Pandalai 12,000-630,000 frequencies of 0.1563 Hz to

1.19 Hz. 38.5% PMMA in DEP.
obtained at zero shear rate

Lander 36,700"-934,000 with the oscillatory frequencies
of 0.3 Hz to 3.0 H2.

__-____30%, 35% and 40% PMMA in DEP.
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2. Separation of noise from the fast response signal is es,ential for

" the analysis of the transient data at constant shear rates. A fast
Fourier analysis has been effectively used for the noise removal
process. The net result obtained was a clean response curve. The
contamination noise was approximately 30 Hz and probably is from

the 1800 rpm (30 Hz) motor.

3. With the simplest form of the kinetic equation of A Z B, no

combination of constants provided an adequate fit.

4. In order to improve the model, three alternate forms were introduced:
1) The simple one-step kinetics of A - B, coupled with the lower
Newtonian viscosity ( no) in the elastic response fails to improve

the fit significantly, 2) A two-step reaction kinetic concept of
A t B t C, coupled with the normal viscoelastic response was
introduced and was only a slight -improvement over-the simpler one-
step moctel. Thus, it was concluded that the kinetic aspect of the

theory could not be the main causE of the failure to provide an

adequate fit to the data. 3) The two-step reaction kinetics of
A ,t B t C, coupled with the time constant of %/G1 for the
elastic response, was used to obtain quite satisfactory fits to the

transieitt data.

5. Among 6 combinations of ml, m2, n, and n2 tested, m[ = 1,

m 2 = 1, n, = 1 and n2 = 2 (both fi cward rate orders are unity
as well as the reverse rate for t 1 first reaction, with the rerers,
rate for the second reaction bein, two) produce the best fit.

6. A new pirameter S, which is only valid at the equilibrium state, wa;
introduLed for the evaluation of the value of FB of the
intermeciate. A value of 2.5 for S was selected for further
evaluation of the data, since the value of S was noL critical to thi

fit of the data.

7. It was found that a weighting factor to compensate for small values
of log ( Teq) improved the fit. 'he results were more than
adequate to represent the data ovr a range of concentrations.

8. A study of the effect cf parameters of the Kinetic-Elastic approach
for the stress overshoot experimerits is an essential part of the
optimiz; tion of the various constants. The results of a parameter
analysis provided the guidelines necessary for the optimization using
an interactive computer graphics system.

9. The present Kinetic-Elastic theory shows excellent agreement with
both steady state and transient data for the constant shear rate
experiments. For the constant shear rate experiments, the percent

standaro deviation from the experimental data was approximately 6.13%
for the equilibrium state and 1.58% for the transieat experimental
data. The prediction of stress overshoot at the shear rate of
21.48 sec- 1 was excellent with a percent standard d-2viation of only

1.09%.
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10. For the constant shear rate experiments, k 3 and k6 have no
significant effects within the range of 0 to 10 and 0 to 18,
respectively.

11. The same elastic parameters and kinetic constants (except kl) can-
not be used to predict the results of the stress growth for all the

constant shear rate experiments. The parameters and constants were a
function of shear rate. The values of the parameters and constants

were found to generally increase over the range from 3.4 to 21.5
" sec-.

12. For the stress relaxation experiments, various reasonable assumptions
for the initial conditions of the shear rate do not affect the
elastic equation prediction. The normal assumption of no shear rate
during the entire stress relaxation is adequate.

13. A combination of thixotropic viscosity and the elastic equation is
necessary to account for the elastic contribution to the stress
relaxation. An improved prediction of stress decay was obtained
by modest changes of the kinetic constants. It was concluded that
either the data available are not good or that the elastic equation

of the theory for stress relaxation is not exactly correct.

14. The initial shear rate for the coistant shear stres experiments
should be less than 0. J01 sec- . The value of G2 is much

- smaller than G1 and is about 100 [yne/cm 2.

15. Cone angle and plate diameter hav; no significant effect on
constant shear stress ?xperiments.

16. The elastic modulus parameter cannot be considered a constant. G,

is affected by the level of shear rate. G1 for stress relaxation
is not the same as G1 ;or stress ;rowth. G2 has no sig-
nificant dependency on shear stress for the constant shear stress
experim nts.

17. The present Kinetic-Elistic theory shows excellent agreement between

the experimental and p:-edicted shear strain data for the constant
shear stress experimen's. For the constant shear stress experiments

" the average percent standard devittion from the experimental strain
data wai approximately 1.80%.

Some General conclusions are

1. A two-step reaction coacept of thLxotropy coupled with a changing

viscosity basis for th,: elastic r,,sponse shows excellent agreement
with st.ady, constant ;hear rate, and constant shear stress ex-

periments. The theory predicts wull the stress overshoot at high
shear rites and the un!;teady shear rate variation at constant shear

stress.
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2. The present theory cannot use a constant value of viscosity (n 0 )
in the elastic equation to describe stress relaxation experiments.
However, the value of ft in the elastic equation with slightly
modified values of the kinetic parameters predicts well the shear
stress relaxation results.

G. Re-evaluation of the Basic Kinetic-Elastic Concepts

Although the data can be fitted with the two-step model there are too many

adjustable constants. The need for two-step versus one-step kinetics is not
satisfying and there are some inconsistencies in the theory. Thus, even though
the fit is quite good, we made the decision to initiate a second phase of our
data analysis in which we would retain the one-step model and try to determine
why it does not fit the data adequately. First, we recognized the
upper-Newtonian limit was not the solvent vis(osity but rather something much
larger. Second, only one term in one equation needed revision to satisfy a
known limit. Finally, the viscoelistic constAnt, 91 was probably not a
constant but a function of shear rite which viries with stress level. We also
recognized that the data base upon which all our conclusions were being based
was not the best.

G.1 Re-evaluation of the Upper-Newtonian Viscosity Limit

As a resul: of further anilysis of the kinetic theory, we discovered
that there could be a more valid m.,ans of interpreting the upper Newtonian
viscosity than has )een used in tho, past. In general, we have taken the upper
Newtonian viscosity as the solvent viscosity (in this case 0.09 poise).
However, from molecilar theory of ;iscous polimer solutions the upper Newtonian
viscosity is probably much higher than this.

From the analy;is by F. Buechc*, the upper Newtonian viscosity could be
interpreted as shwn in Figure 13. The upper Newtonian viscosity lies at the
same molecular weig it as the lower Newtonian viscosity, but on a line that is
the extrapolation of the viscosity-molecular weight. This line is marked "A" in
Figure 13.

For PMMA in DE':

Me, solution 0(.l6/C) 10,500 (1)

where C is the concentration in gm/cm 3 . At M,,

K1 Mc 3 .4  K2 M'.
1.4  (2)

The values of Me an1 r6= (upper Newtonian viscosity) for the three solutions
studied by Song are tabulated in Table IV. Note how different the values are
from the solvent vi;cosity of 0.09 poise.

Bueche, F., J. Appl. Phys. 26167, 738 (1955).
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Figure 13. Viscosity versus molecular weight curve.
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Table IV Molecular Weight Parameters for PMMA

C(g/cm 3) (poise) Me K I  K 2  rj (poise)

1 0.33 5000 3.76 x 104 4.38 x 10- 5 3.11 x 10- 14  533

2 0.387 30132 3.20 x 104 1.92 x 10-4  1.87 x 10-13 2335

3 0.443 200000 2.80 x 104  9.73 x 10 -  1.24 x 10-12 1.18 x 104

In spite of the vast difference in r in the old and new evaluation, there
was no difference in our ability to fit the data. At this point we simply did
not know if the problem was the data (Song's) or the theory; thus, we decided
to also obtain a new set of polymer data.

G.2 Re-evaluation of the Theory for the One-Step Reaction

If one solves Eq. (9) of Appendix C of the proposal for nt, one
obtains

nt = - (- G)] (3)

which in the limit of t - 0 is in-leterminate and must be considered wrong. Tile
viscosity is certainly not 0, 1, ,)r * If Eq. (9) of Appendix C is modified to
Eq. (C) of Table I (with G2 = o )

T + (n o/G J (4)

as used by us earliLer and used by Park (74), then,

nt = [T + (no / / (5)
" 1) ]0

which in the limit of t 0 given nt T10, is logically correct. We know
that this equation cannot fit stress relaxation with G, constant. It is
obvious that using G1 as a consta, t was an error and that G, is actually a
function of Ilor F (i.e., time in our experiment).

Two approachei have been used for the systematic evaluation of the

constants for this new version of the kinetic-elastic theory. Most of the
evaluation is exactly the same as our previous endeavors but there are some
differences associated with obtaiing some of the constants. A series of
programs was develped in order t) obtain the best values of the constants.
Parallel computati)ns were made ii order to ascertain that the programs and
techniques were vaLid. Both the inain University computer and a simulator
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package available on our departmental VAX 11/780 system were used for this. The
latter programs are quite short. The first program is used to adjust the p and
K values from the equilibrium evaluation. This is exactly as was done
previously (see Figure 14). The same program is further used to adjust the
initial slope of the curve, G1 (0), which gives the initial values for the
elasticity parameter. Again, this is as previously done, except previously
G1 was assumed constant (see Figure 15). The values of pl and kI are
roughly set by past experience. The second program uses initial rate theory for
a more accurate evaluation of the constant P1. With this new value of Pl,
the values selected in the first program are checked. If they are inadequate,
slight variations are made. With the constants now selected, the first program
is used to establish ki more accurately so that the thixotropic stress
intersects the experimental stress at the maximum point. This is a new fitting
technique (see Figure 16). The same program is then used to see if k3 (taken
as zero) can help the shape of a curve near equilibrium. So far it has been
zero. Having now established all of the constants, the third program can
calculate G1 as a fun tion of tim so as to provide the final fit. Once G1
has been evaluated for all of the runs, the values can be plotted as a function
of shear stress or F 'conversion cf the thix,trophic structure) to establish the
universality of the p; rameter. It is specifically this procedure, just
outlined, that will bc described in more detail after the obtaining of n, .
polymer data is described.

H. New Polymer Data

H.1 Problems

As previously reported, the R16 unit had considerable noise that made
it difficult (impossible?) to establish the initial slope for stress growth.
This slope provides the value of G1 from the kinetic-elastic theory. Most of
the noise was removed through instrument repair and adjustment by Mr. Spooner of
Sangamo. Recent tests on polymethylmethacrylate show that the noise has been
considerably reduced but is still large enough to introduce more error than
desired in obtaining G1 . Running the instrument in reverse and using the
piezoelectric crystal in tension eliminated the noise to a satisfactory level.

To obtain improved data for testing of our viscoelastic model for polymer
solutions, it was necessary to obtain a complete set of equilibrium and
transient data using the Weissenberg Rheogoniometer. Prior to the experiment, a
calibration curve of torque versus voltage was found and was linear. The gap
size transducer and the analog recorder were also calibrated. None of the
calibrations are presented here but can be found in our monthly reports.
Problems were encountered with the range switch of the charge amplifier; thus,

*the units were returned to the manafacturer f-r reconditioning and calibration.

In spite of al.l our efforts we still were not satisfied with the output.
New data sets were taken using the LSI-11/VAX 11-780 data acquisition system
(see Figure 17) anmi as noted by the arrow the noise problem still existed but
was not extreme. Thus, the noise .as still coming from somewhere ill the gear
system.
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When the R-16 is operated in the forward rotation mode, the time transient
curves are not smooth as shown in Figures 17 and 18. The cause was traced to

wori gear movement and could be completely eliminated by operating in the

reverse rotation mode as shown in Figures 19 and 20.

To test the effect of the torsion bar on noise, the 3/8" and 1/4" torsion
bars were used. The heavier bar reduced the signal and had no effect on the
noise. The ratio of reduction in signal is almost the same as the ratio of the
calibration of kT's of the two torsion bars, as provided by the manufacture.
In order to obtain the larger signal, the 1/4" torsion bar was used for further
data gathering.

H.2 New Polymer Data

New equilibrium data were taken at various shear rates. The double
logarithm plot of viscosity (poise) and shear rate (sec -1 ) is shown in Figure
21. The behavior of the curve is consistent with that obtained in previous
studies. The viscosity at zero shear rate is estimated to be 1.80 x 104

poise.

d-i New sets of time dependent shear stress data for the 38.5% solution of PMMA
in DEP were obtained using the Weissenberg R-16 and the VAX 11/780 data
gathering systems. The data include shear stress growth and relaxation at
constant shear rates over the range of shear rates from 0.11 sec- 1 to 69.3
sec I . The shear stress curves for the shear rates of 1.103 and 11.03 sec -

are shown in Figures 22 through 25. The adequacy of these data should be clear.
Furthennore, no filt2ring has been used on any of the data.

I. Detailed Comparisons of Modified Theory and New Polymer Data

In order to pre,3ent the results in their proper context, we will review the
theory as it is now 'eing used. The kinetic-elastic model developed in this

'4 "laboratory involves two facets. One is the kinetic model for thixotropic change
of the viscoelastic material, where the rate of change of a material structure
is described by a rate concept. The other is the elastic model and can be
des:ribed by a modified version of Oldroyd's viscoelastic equation.

The thixotropic kinetic theory can be expressed by the following equation:

A + : 2B (6)
-k 2

Utilizing the homogeneous kinetic reaction concept, a simple kinetic equation
can be obtained (as shown in Appendix C of the proposal)

d(CF) = k'(CF) 1 [C(l - F)J2 (7)

dt -dt - k2

S-.where F is the fraction of the thixotropic fluid structure unchanged, kl, k2
are forward and reverse reaction constants, and C is the concentration of the
polymer solution.
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The function of the fraction of the thixotropic fluid, F, is further

defined as

a a
N F- n -

a a (8)

--."the viscosity term; nt, is the thixotropic structural viscosity, no and rfl

are the viscosities at zero shear rate and infinite shear rate, respectively. no

andr6 were 79,950 poise and 4000 poise, respectively, for this specific polymer
solution. The constant a was selected to be (1/3.4) from the evidence (Fox &
Allen) that the zero shear rate viscosity, l0 , is proportional to the 3.4
power of the molecular weight.

The rate constants k, and k2 in Equation (7) are functions of shear
stress, T , and temperature. The functional forms can be expressed by Equation
(9) and (10) as

kj k
1 1 (9)

k; k3 + k2 T (10)

For simplification, k3 in Equation (10) is taken as ze o in this model

analysis. At equijibrium (or ste.,dy state), the forward rae and backward rat.2
are equal, i.e., dICF)/dt - 0 fro, Equation (7). The equilibrium ,onstant can

b. xpressed in th,. following fori:l2
C(l- F eq) k 1 k I pl 2 K

F "'k eq eq (11)
eq k2

where Fe and T are the F and T at equilibrium conditions. Based on the

equilibr um experlmental data, Ke(! and P were found to be 1.313 x 10-10 and

1.864, respectively. The values of kl and p, in Equation (9) can be

calculated from the initial rate change, i.e., the rate at zero time. p, was

found to be 6 x 10- 3 for all of the experimental data.

The modified Oldroyd viscoelastic equation can be expressed by

T + 0 o/l) - tY

.as was shown earlier in section G 2 and where T and j are the shear stress aad
its first derivative, j is the shear rate, and G I is the elastic modulus

proposed to be a function of T or F (i.e., time in our experimaental) for our
kinctic-elastic molel.
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Figure 26 shows the calculated G 1 values as a function of time from one
set of experimental data. It may be that G1 is a simple function of F, as is

flt [Eq. 8]. Note the similarity of G1 versus t to such plots as n or G'
versus y . The G1 function can be expressed mathematically by Equation (13)

Gl(t) = Gl(Ast) + G1(0) exp [-GI(TC) (t - to)] (13)
cut

where G1 (Ast) is the asymptometric value of G1 function,
GL(O) is the G1 value at zero time,
tcut is the time which GI starts to decay, and
Gi(TC) is the decay constant started at tcut.

The best fitting kinetic and elastic constants for the kinetic-elastic model at

various shear rates are listed in Table V. Examples of the calculated curves
and experimental curves for the i-dividual shear rates are shown ii Figures 27
through 29. Each curve in this initial fit was optimized individually so that
the various constants would be rej)resentative and any dependency on shear rate

level could be determined.

. As can be seei from the examAes given, the comparisons are e~celLent.
11owcver, some of t ie constants ta ulated in Table V do vary with the shear rat-,.
Lotf GI(()) and G1 (Ast) are functicns of (log j ) as expectel, with GI(O)

* . increasing and G(-\st) decreasing with an increase in ; 'It. k I value
* . increase,; linearly with y. P anL P 1 are constant. The ot iec terns [Keq,

.*.-. tcut, Gl(TC)] vary, but do not co-relate with j.

J. Implications f)r Further Work on Polymer Systems

There is an alternate evaluation that should be made. This is to use those
terms that did not correlate with shear rate [Keqo tcut, GI(TC)] as

constants at their average values and re-evaluate the terms that are a function
of shear rate. This should give a clearer and more consistent correlation for
(G;(O), Gl(Ast), and kl.

The second investigation involves a modification of the theory to ascertain
whether or not using keq, tcut, and GI(TC) as constants will have any
effect. The modification is associated with a change in the viscoelastic part
of the theory. Currently, although G1 is computed as a function of time, it
has been taken out-ide of the diflerential and computed as a difference. This
can be illustrated best by observing the equation that was ,sed

T+ (T)o/G1) q - jt (12)
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and the following equation, which would be more accurate

T + ro(T/G 1 ) -nt (14)

that is, G1 is now varying with time and should be inside the differential:

(TGI) = d(T/G1)/dt (15)

At this stage it may well be that the older formulation which seems
logically more correct could be utilized, i.e.,

T + nt(T/l) = nt (16)

where rtis used in place of rio. This substitution could give more reasonable
variations of k, and G1. In addition, it could aid in fitting stress
relaxation data.

These equations [(14) and (16)] can be tested by our simulation with minor
changes, although the use of eq. (16) will introduce a trial and error iteration
for the G1 time function.

These formulations might improve the logical nature of the variation of the
elastic constants in the forward reaction rate; however, they will not improve
the already excellent fit that has been obtained by allowing G1 just to be a
variable. Consequently, this further work can not only help us zero in on the
most logical theory, but could help in improving the fit for stress relaxation.
Finally, we would like to extend the best analysis to the treatment of
oscillatory data.
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II. SLURRY MATER IALS
7All-o

All of the proposed work on the preliminary slurry formulations
supplied to us by Sun Techand Exxon (via Wright-Patterson AFB) have been
completed. In future work we would repeat these tests for the selected

final formulations and extend the measurements to oscillatory
conditions. We also want to further investigate the specific reasons
for the non-Newtonian behavior by using combined visual and rheological
unsteady state measurements. Such results should allow us to improve
the lo,;ical formulation of the kinetic-elastic theory for the
description of these materials.

A. Equipment and Procedures

A.1 Carbon Black Samples

T~ie samples used in this study were suspensions of microsize carbon
black .)artic~es dispersed in JP-1O solvent. JP-i0 is a pure hydrocarbon
which is use, as a jet fuel. It has higher coabustion energy than the
curren: commercial jet fuel, JP-4, but it is more expensive due to its

... purity. Caruon black is added to JP-l0 to increase its density, and
heace, the a,:ount of energy available per voluse.

Four different carbon black suspensions were used in this study:
Exxon 708-61, Sun Tech809-995, Sun Tech339-glg, and Su.n Tech839-988.
The basic physical and chemical properties of JP-10 and the carbon black
slurries are shown in Table VI. As can be seen, the carbon black
loading is about 50 weight %, or 0.33 volume fraction based on 1.86 and
0.93 specific gravities for carbon black and JP-10 respectively. The
particle size is approximateLy 0.1 m. The small particle size and high
loading level generally resuLt in a yieLd stress. Since we were
intere,;ted ii materials with a yield stress, more emphasis was put on
the yi..!ld mnaterials: Sun Te(h839-988 a.id Exxon 708-61.

Dtie to the high vapor p:essure of the solvent, evaporation occurs
causing;, the ilurry to sKin over at the edge of the plate and cone. The
change in soivent content not only chan-ed the measured viscosity, see

-.1 Figure 30, but also made the measurement difficult. A Mooney type
system, which combines a cylinder with :i cone and plate, was used to try
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Physical and Chemical Properties of JP-10

Pr oper ty JP-1 0

-"FrmulaClOH1 6

-' Mo lec ular We ight 136

Heat of Combustion 142,115
(BTU/gallon)

Flash Point, F 130
Freezing Point, F -130
Boiling Point, F 360
Autoignition Temp., F 474

Physical and Chemical Properties of Surries

.*.Samrple Nunber 708-61 839-988
Compo sit ion

Carbon Black type United SL90 SAF
• Carbon Black size, nm 103 70-80

Carbon, Wt. % 51 50.4
Dispersant Type w ST-107
Dispersant, Wt. % 2 2.0
JP-10, Wt. % 47 47.6

Heat of Combustion, Calc 168,300 173,700
(BTU/gallon)

Density gm/ml @20 C 1.24 1.234
Particle Size, p by FOG

Average <6 -
Largest 13 10

Yield Stress of 25 C - 220.0
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to solve the skinning problem. A guard ring was placed on the top of
the cylinder to minimize the surface area that is exposed to air. Thus,
it should have minimized the vaporization of solvent from the slurry.
Unfortunately, the setup did not stop the solvent, JP-1O, from
evaporating. There was a small space between the guard ring and the
outer cylinder, so that the skinning occurred in this space. This not
only caused difficulty in the outer cylinder's rotation, but also

-. affected the motion of the torsion head. This approach was abandoned
and new methods were investigated. Evaporation could be avoided by

- . keeping the sample in a saturated vapor pressure environment. Since
this procedure wauld be difficult to use with the R-16, another approach

was tried. Attenpts were made to cover the sample with non-miscible
solvents to preve2nt the JP-10 from evaporatin;. Water was tried first,
:)ut due to .;ravjty, the water mixed with the slurry. Next, pure JP-tO
was used for th, same purpose.

Th2 slurry sample was foured until the cylinder was filled to t~ie
free surfacL at the edge of the plate. Then, JP-10 was carefully put on
the top of t.,e sample. In this way, eiaforation was confined to the
JP-IL, which was not under shear. The excess slurry sample and JP-IJ
'ad negligibie effect on the measured torque which was tested by using
the aoove setup with Newtonian fluids of 3.5 poise and 9.85 Poise as the

primary sampies. The error introduced was less than 4%, which is within
the experimental error. Thus, in all runs JP-10 was carefully placed on
top of the slurry as a coating to prevent the skinning problem. The
mixing betwecn JI-1O and the sample took place by molecular diffusion

%• only. t1ass transfer by diffusion was negligible during the measurement.
This was chwacked by measuring the equilibrium viscosity for samples
resting between u.5 to 6 houws. As showi in Table VII, the equilibrium
viscosity at a shear rate of 27.6 sec -1 was independent of the resting
time with t;ie JP-1O coating on the sample.

At low temperatures, condensation of water on the sample was a more
- serious proulem than skinning. Especially when the temperature is lower

than the freezing point of water, 0 C, it is important to isolate the
sample from moisture. During the restin; period, a plastic cover was
used to cover the sample, which preventeJ both condensation of water and
vaporization of the sample. Inert nitro,en gas was slowly bled into the
chamber to keep the plate and cone in an inert environment. This worked
quite satisfactorily, except at the top of the chamber which was open to
the atomsphre. However, tiiis condensation did not interfere with the
m e eas urements.
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Table VII Equilibrium Shear Stress at Y -27.6 sec-I

rest time (hr) shear stress (dynp/cm**2)

0.5 49.23
1.0 48.13
2.0 48.53
4.0 50.21
5.0 48.12
6.0 49.40
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A.2 Rheometer Auxiliaries

In this stL. all the data were obtained on a Weissenberg

Rheogoniometcu, R-16, and its supporting electronic devices. The

measuring sys.em can be divided into three subsystems: the rheometer

itself, signal conditioning equipment, and data processing facilities

as shown in F-gure 31.

A.2.1 Weissenberg Rheogoniometer

The Weis.,enberg Rneogoniometer, R-16, is a plate and cone rheometer

which provide; a constant shear rate in the gap. The R-la has been

modified and *ypdated. The current version has the capability of

measuring the shear viscosity, normal s~resses, dynamic viscosity, and
the more comp ex situation of superposi ion of rotation and oscillation.

In tnis sectitn, a brief description of the a-16 is given, with an
emphasis on tie newer facilites. More !tailed descriptions of the R-16

have ieen pros idea by Denny(, 1), Lee(82 , and Song(ll) and1 the operation
manual (83). 'he rheometer h~s three ma ,r parts: the drive unit, th!
plate and con, section, and t.e torsion iead.

The driv,, units consist of two mot rs and two speed controls. A
titree phase snchronous notor and a geai box are used to control the
rotational spced of the bottom plate at ,0 selected output speeds. A DC

motor, fixed iear box reducer, and SCR c,>ntrol are used to set the
frequency of cscillation. The instrument allows torsional testing in

S--. oscil.ation a. well as in steady rotation, and is capable of measuring

not only visc(sity but also elasticity, dilatancy, thixotropy, etc. In

addition, by tsing a magnetic clutch to start or stop rotation,
measurements :s a function of time (transient response) can be obtained.

The response time of the instrument is snall, less than 0.01 sec(75).

The platc and cone are the heart of the measurement, and the sample
is placed between them. The !)ottom plate can be moved by the drive
units in steady rotation and/,r in a sine-wave oscillation. The
rno, LA tran, ferred froa the Dotto:n pl- e to the cone through the
s, wtple is nea. ured by the toriion head, ihich can be used to determine
the sucar strcss, and thus viscosity. > ie Weissenberg Riheogoniometer
can cover rates of shear betw-c xlf stec -to 9x103 suc 1 b
cniatiging the rflational speedi and anglt; of the cones. In this study a

L.. 7.5 cm plate iid a 56 miaute 4b second (iuminal 1* ) cone were used.
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The shear rate range varied from 3.54x10-
3  to 13 sec1.

The torsion head includes an air bearing, torsion bar, and

transducer. The air bearing is used to provide frictionless rotation
for torque measurement. The torsion bar and transducer are used toEl determine the torque and thus the shear stress. Torsion bars with

* .diameters of 1/16" and 1/8" were used depending on the magnitude of
torque.

Because of the improved stiffness of the system, the piezoelectric
crystal load cell has proven to be a better force sensor than the LVDT
(linear variable differential transformer), as shown by Brodkey
et al.(6), and by Crawley and Graessley(84). However, the torque

' generated by the slurries was too smalI to be detected by crystals.

Instead, a LVDT, type F51TM made by Boulton Paul Aircraft Ltd., was used
to measure the torque. It can produce an electrical output proportional
to the displacement of a separate movable core. This transducer has a
high sensitivity for the measurement of small displacements up to
O.x0 -3  inch with reasonable accuracy.

A.2.2 Signal Conditioning Equipment

The signal -onditioning subsystem consists of a transducer
conditioning meter (type EP597, B.P.A. Electronics) and an analog
filter. The output signal from the transducer is fed to the
conditioning meter. The proper range of the meter is selected to
amplify and transform the signal so as to have an output voltage within
±1OV to meet the requirements of the A/D converter for data acquisition.
The output voltage from the meter then passes through a filter to remove
the carrier frequency. A simple RC filter with a cutoff frequency of
2000Hz is used.
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A.2.3 Data Processing Facilities

The data processing system includes a microprocessor (Digital
Equipment Co., LSI 11/02 with an RTP-A/D converter), a VTI0 graphics
terminal(Digital Engineering), chart recorder(Offner Electronics Inc.),
and minicomputer (Digital Equipment Co. VAX 11/780) with all of its
supporting devices. The new data acqui-ition system was a major change

from previous equipment (6,75), and has greatly improved the data
acquisition and data processing. With the on-line minicomputer, data
can be taken fast and accurately. Data analysis also becomes easier
because of the ready access to a fast computer with a high level of
interactive graphics. The present system replaces the PDP-15 dual
processor installed about 10 years ago.

The microprocessor has 32 K memory, of which 24 K was used for data
storage, and 8 K was used for the data acquisition program. The
microprocessor contains a 12-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converter which
accepts signals between -10 and +10 V and converts them to decimal
values between -2000 and 2000 counts (or -2047 to 2047). The A/D
converter is a zero order hold and is able to digitize eight signals
simultaneousl/. A crystal oscillator generates the pulse which
subsequently samples and acquires data. The LSI 11/02 can sample
signals up to 300K Hz. The sampling fr,-quency is determined
interactively by a table which can have at most 20 elements. These
elements are the sequence,rate,and amouit of data to be acquired. In
general, the LSI is a dummy device without an operating system. It has

to be initialized by the VAX 11/780 minicomputer first by downloading an
absolute loader and the data acquisition program (object code of LSIPGM
program). It can only start to acquire data after the downloading is
completed. The microcomputer takes the data at a rate based on the
frequencies set by the operator, stores the data in its own memory, and
later transfers the data to the VAX, wh.ch stores it on disk.

The VAX 11/780 is a minicomputer with a semiconductor memory of 1.5

megabytes and a virtual memory of 200 m. gabytes. All computations were
done with the aid of this unit. Prograis were stored on the VAX disk
and were then used for computation or d,.nloading to the LSI for data

acquisition through a VTIOO terminal. "he VTIOO graphics terminal was
used to communicate with the minicomput r, preview data, and evaluate
the results.
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A Dynograph recorder was used to simultaneously record the signal
as it was being digitized. The recorder contains type 461 preamplifiers

and a type 462 dual channel amplifier. It was used to monitor the

tranducer output to help decide if the data was satisfactory for
transfering to the VAX. A digital voltmeter (Fluke 8020A Multimeter,

John Fluke MFG. Co., Inc.) was also used to monitor the magnitude of

signal to ensure that the signal was in the range of ±1OV.

A.2.4 Thermostat

A cryogenic unit, Ultra Kryostat UK-60-SD(made in Germany), was
used to control the temperature. Freoa R-13-BI which could cool to
-60 C in an hou~r, was used in this unit. Methanol was ased as the
cooling medium for the rheogoniometer and was circulated through the
chamber which surrounds the plate and .-one. The temperature and the

flow rate of methanol could be set at '-he cryogenic unit. Water-free,
pure nitrogen was slowly blown into th, chamber to e-ihance the
convective heat exchange and prevent T,)isture condensation. The
temperature was measured on the cone h/ means of a dLgit-al thermister
thermometer (KeLthley 870 Digital Ther iometer). In a typical
experiment, the temperature remained cnstant to within +0.5 C.

A.3 Calibrati)n

Although the Weissenberg Rheogoniometer is widely used to study the
viscoelastic properties of materials, )avis(87) recomnerded that the
user calibrate the instrument with Newtonian fluids of known viscosity.
He found a 30% difference between the experimental and manufacturer's
values of the t)rsion bar constants. He also found that the constant

used to convert the ratio of transduce, meter output voltages to
amplitude ratio was 15% smaller than q,ioted in the manual.

In order to obtain reliable data from our Weissenberg R-16, each

piece of equipment was checked and calibrated carefully. The major
components included the transducers, transducer meters, recorder, and

computers.

-0.
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A.3. 1 Drive Unit

The rotational speed of the bottom plate is set by the gear box

setting. A stroboscope was used to try to measure the rotational speed

of the plate. Because the rotational speed of the plate was too small
to be detected by the stroboscope, a stopwatch and optical observations
were used. Two speeds were selected for comparison with the values

given in the manual. The results are shiown in Table VIII.

A.3.2 Transduc-ers and Transducer Meters

There are three Type EP597 transducer meters(TM). Each transducer

meter was checkel with the same transducer (B.P.A. Electronics, Type

F13B, series N 440) which is the type used for gap setting. The
amplificationi ratio of the first meter was 1.31 times larger than that

of the second. ,or the 100 range,

V = 22.3 d for TM #L

V 17.4 d for TM #2

where V is voltage output and d is the rransducer displacement.

Since it was more convenient when setting the gap to use the meter

reading as a displacement measurement, toe calibration was done through

the meter reading. Most gap sizes (depending on the cone angles) fall

in the meter ranges of 2.5 and 10, i.e., between 2.5 and 10.0

milliinches. Therefore, the range 10 was tested first to establish the
relationship between meter reading and actual displacement. The meters

were zero set first. Then, on range 10, the gain of the gap setting
transducer (type F13, Series No. 435) was adjusted so that the meter

would have a full-scale deflection when the input displacement was 0.01

inch. Unfortunately, no matter what the gain, the second meter did not

have full-scale deflection on range 10 whien the input displacement was

0.01 inch. There was a linear relationsiip between deflection and

displacement. Thus, the second meter wa. selected for the torque

measurement while the first meter was us d for the gap setting.
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Table VIII Rotational Speed of Plate

gear setting no. of rotation time time/rev

2.0, 0.0 1 13.2 13.2
(13.3) 1 13.4 13.4

1 13.4 13.4
1 13.3 13.3
2 26.6 13.3
2 26.6 13.3

1.5, 0.0 1 4.2 4.2
(4.2) 1 4.2 4.2

2 8.3 4.15
2 8.35 4.17
3 12.6 4.2
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All the transducers were calibrated using a micrometer to establish
the constant k, where V=k X d. V is the voltage output from the
transducer meter, and d is the displacement of the transducer in
milliinches. The gap setting transducer was calibrated by mounting the
transducer in a micrometer calibration unit. The transducer meter was
zero set first. Next, the displacement of the micrometer (in both
directions) and the meter reading or voltage output were recorded
simultaneously. The calibration curve of meter at range 10 is shown in

-~ Figure 32 and the data are shown in Table IX. The torsion head
*. transducer differs from the gap setting transducer in that its stator

and armature are not connected mechanically and thus do not contribute
* any friction during measurement. Since this tranducer cannot be

g ,. calibrated in the micrometer unit, the micrometer was mounted directly
on the rheometer to measure the displacement. Both 1/B" and 1/16"
torsion bars ware used to calibrate for lifferent meter ranges (1.0-25).
It was found tiat the correlation constaits are independent of the
torsion bar as expected(see Figure 33 an[ Table X). The percent error
of calibration is 3% or less.

For data icquisition, the LSI 11/02 microprocessor was used to
record the datat rather than thle transduc -r meter. One calibration (on
TM #1, range 2.5) was done by using the t:ransducer meter and the
computer, simultaneously. The results c'tecked well as shown in Table
XI. The A/D converter provided 200 counts/volt. Tests on the second
meter showed the same results. In Table XI, D is the reading taken from
the micrometer, V is output voltage , and C is computer output.

The entire system, plate and cone, transducer, and transducer
meter, was calibrated by standard Newtonian Brookfield solutions of
9.85P and 118.4 P. Several torsion bars (1/16", 1/8", and 1/4") were
used to measure the viscosities, as showa in Figure 34. A 118.4 P
Brookfield solution and a 9.85P Brookfield solution were tested using a
1/16" torsion bar as shown in Figure 35. The others are similiar. The

-'. results are summarized in Table XlI. The average error was less than
5%, which means that the torsion bar con-tants provided are reasonably

* - accurate.

In contradiction to the Davis(87) observation, the torsion bar
constants of our rheometer agreed to within 5% of the values stated byK-, the supplier. The same results were found by Enthoven and Jalink(86).
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Table IX Calibration of Transducer Meter
at Range 10

displacement meter reading
*10**3 inch (full scale 100)

10 100.0
8 79.8
6 60.0
4 40.2
2 20.0
0 0.1
-2 -20.4
-4 -40.0
-6 -60.2
-8 -80.4
-10 -100.0

Table X Calibration Constants k from V-k*d

Calibration constants k

RANGE 1/8" 1/16" AVE k

1.0 1.5663 1.6241 1.59524
2.5 0.6531 0.6570 0.6551
10.0 0.1617 0.1642 0.1630
25.0 0.06562 0.06654 0.0661
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" '" Table XI Calibration Values at Range 2.5

D V C Ratio (C/V)
0.502 1.74 346.5 199.1
0.5015 1.306 260.1 199.2
0.501 0.868 172.3 198.5
0.50005 0.425 84.1 197.9

.0.5 -0.013 -3.71 (285.4)
0.4995 -0.438 -88.4 201.8
0.499 -0.883 -177.1 200.6
0.4985 -1.323 -265.2 200.5
0.498 -1.756 -351.6 200.2
0.4975 -2.19 -437.7 199.9

'4"

Table XII. Calibration by Nevtonian Fluids

Brookfield Measured Viscosities Reake
Solution 1/16" 1/8" 1/4" Measurement
m~mm~ inm~~ ~mm~m ~~ mmmm in mn

9.85P 9.34 8.71 - 10.02
118.4 P 112.5 111.9 118.8 124.83
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During a low temperature measurement, the armature of the torsion
head transducer was accidentally broken. The armature was repaired and
the transducer recalibrated. The 2.5 and 10.0 ranges, with the 1/8"
torsion bar, were checked. The results were close to the previous
values (Table XIII), so the original calibration constants were used.

On April 20,1982, TM#2 started to show nonlinearity in its output;
it was replaced by TM#3. The gap settLng transducer was used first to
compare TM#l and TM#3, and it was found that the gains of the two
transducer meters were almost the same. The constants are shown in
Table XIV.

TM#3 was then used for gap setting and TK#l was used for the
torsion head measurements. TM#1 was again calibrated with the torsion
head transducer. The calibration constants are shown in Table XIV.

A quick test was made to measure the viscosity of water at 25 C.
The viscosLty of water was 0.9671 cp which is close to the literature
value of 0.95 cp. The measurement of the water is in the most critical
range for the instrument since high shear rates and the most sensitive
meter range must be used. The result was better than expected.

The transducer meters are quite old (20 plus years) and cannot
stand working too long. The transducer aeter #1 failed during a low
temperature measurement and it was found that some transistors wer out
of range in both TM#1 and T14#2. They have been repaired and
recalibrated, but should be replaced when funds become available. The
new calibration constants are given in Table XV/.

A.4 Noise Analysis and Filter Technique

The noise of the system was analyted and the sources of the noise
were identified. The output of the transducer meter was found to
contain an appreciable amount of carrier frequency "noise". The output
of the transducer meter is d.c., but there is a high frequency carrier
ripple in the output which is significant on the more sensitive ranges.
The amplitude of the noise depends on the d.c. signal. The other
predominant noise is from mechanical sources and is due mainly to the
natural frequency of the torsion bars. The natural frequencies of the
bars are low (around 10Hz for 1/16" and 60 Hz for 1/8") which prevent
using analog filters to remove the noise. Filtering of the noise was
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Table Xflu Conversion Constants
Range Orig In al New

Constants Constants

2.5 0.6551 0.6424
10 0.1630 0.1597

Table XIV Torsion Head and r4#1

Range K K

0.25 8.7464 8.7083
*1.0 2.1687 2.1414

2.5 0.8758 0.8590
10.0 0.2169 0.2152
25.0 0.0868 0.0870

100.0 0.0220 0.0216

Table XV. Calibration Constants

-------------------------- ------

Range k
0.25 7.8547
1.0 1.9396
2.5 0.78066
10.0 0.19443
25.0 0.07821

100.0 0.01963
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done by using a digital filter technique (fast Fourier transform).

The carrier noise from the transducer meters was measured and
filtered. The carrier noise as estimated by using an oscilloscope was
2000 Hz. Since the maximum sampling frequency used during data
acquisition was 1000 Hz, a low-pass RC filter with a cut-off frequency
of 2000Hz was used at the output of the transducer meter to eliminate
the carrier frequency. At zero output, the output with and without the
filter is shown in Figure 36. The filter reduced the signal by only
4.5%.

W Further tests were conducted to identify other sources of noise.

First, noise was measured with the motor and air bearing air supply shut
off. Noise of 28 Hz and 36 Rz was present, which must have come from
the transducer meter (see Figure 37). Next, an amplifier was connected
to the output of the meter to see if it would contribute noise. The
result showed that no additional noise was coming from the amplifier.
Then the air was turned on and the torsion bar could freely vibrate at
its natural frequency. The noise from the torsion bar's natural
frequency was the major source of noise, as shown in Figure 38.
Finally, differeit sampling frequencies, 100 Hz, 500Hz, 1000 Hz, were
used to see if tihere was any difference in the frequency domain
analysis. The results showed no difference in the noise frequency
analysis,but the faster the sampling period, the more accurate was the
frequency analysLs.

A filtering technique which couples curve fitting and fast Fourier

." transform (FFT) was used to analyze and to filter the noise. First, a
curve fitting technique was applied to the raw data. The deviatory
data, the difference between the raw da:a and fitted value, was then
analyzed. The deviatory data was transormed from the time domain to
the frequency domain by a fast Fourier rransform (FFT). The frequencies
were then analyzed to determine which frequencies were noise.

kZ The noise was filtered out by a suitable filter: low-pass,
high-pass, band-pass,or band-reject filter. Next, the filtered
deviatory data was readded to the fitted curve to reconstruct the
filtered data. In this case, the filtered data retained the original
trend and minimized the "leakage" during FFT.
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The filtering technique can be better explained by using an
.-. -example, a second-order response. A second-order response ,shown in

Figure 39, with a time constant of I sec and - 0.4 was generated. A
sampling frequency of 100 HZ was used and then 20 Hz and 30 Hz noises
were superimposed. The data was fitted vith a 5th-order polynomial as
shown in Figure 40. The deviatory data (Figure 41), which is the
difference between the raw data and the fitted data, was transformed to
the frequency domain by the FFT. In the frequency domain, the spectraldensity was evaluated and analyzed. Figure 42 shows that there are 3

major frequencies, one is at 30 Hz, another is at 20 Hz, and the last
one is the low frequency contribution. The low frequency includes the
natural frequency of the system and the frequency generated by the curve
fitting. A band-reject filter with rejected frequencies of 20 Hz and 30
Hz was then used to filter out the noise. The filtered deviatory data
in the time domain is shown in Figure 43. There are some undesirable
vibrations at both ends of the filtered data. This is due to errors in
spectral computation introduced by truncation and is known as "leakage".
The filtered deviatory data is then readded to the polynomial fit to
construct the final curve. It was found that the filtered data and the

original data essentially coincided e-cept at the very ends (Figure 44).
The deviation at both ends is due to the leakage of discrete FFT as
mentioned earier.

Since tha initial response of the curve is important to us, further
studies were lone to eliminate the leakage. Unfortunately leakage is a
natural conse iuence of using a FFT and cannot be avoided even if a
Hanning window is applied. The only possible way to avoid the leakage
ia the initial response was to move the initial response away from the
starting point, i.e., sampling at t<O.

-,.., The same set of second-order response data was used again; but
"-. *this time was shifted to the right by starting the response at t-1.0

min. The same technique was used with the same curve fitting andfilter. Clearly, we can reconstruct the original second-order response

without the leakage problem by pushing the origin away from the desired
- . point (Figure 45). This technique was very helpful in analyzing the

initial response in our data.

Curve fitting techniques were further studied to find the best way
of obtaining the deviatory data. Step changes and polynomials of
different degrees were used to fit the data. -1A set of transient data on
the Exxon 708-61 at a shear rate of 0.55 sec was used for the
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comparsion. Polynomials with degrees of 5, 10, and 15 were used. It
was found that they give different deviatory results and different
spectral density functions. As expected, they have the same noise
frequencies: 30 Hz and 48 Hz (Figures 46 to 48). The major difference
between them is the low frequency response: the frequency that is
generated by the curve fitting. Therefore, it is desirable to fit the
data with polynomials of the lowest possible degree. The only
limitation to using the low order polynomial is in minimizing the
leakage during Fourier Transform. For example, for the same set of
data, the "leakage" was more serious on both ends when no curve fitting
was done on the data, as shown in Figure 49. With the low-pass filter
with a 10 Hz cut-off frequency, the filtered data using different
fitting polynomials are shown in Figures 50 to 52. There is little
difference between them. For a better comparison, a set of raw data,
fitted data, and filtered data are plotted in Figure 53.

A.5 Experimental Procedures

All measurements were conducted as Follows: precool the apparatus
A to the desired temperature, set the zero gap, load the sample, then wait

at least 3 hours ait the set temperature before data acquisition.

A.5.1 Temperature Setting

In this program, a wide range of temperatures was studied, -25 C to
25 C. Measurements at room temperature, 25 C, were controlled by
air-conditioned room temperature. Measurements other than room
temperature were controlled by the cooling medium circulating in the
chamber which surrounds the plate and cone.

For the low temperature measurements the following procedures were
followed. The cryogenic unit was turned on an hour in advance by
setting the main switch to "<-0 C". It stabilized at about -60 C in an
hour with the external circulation valve closed. The circulation valve
was then opened to allow the cooling medium to circulate around the
plate and cone. At the beginning, a large temperature difference was
used to force the system to cool faster. When the temperature of the
plate and cone approached the desired temperature, the temperature of

athe refrigerator was reset to allow the heat transfer in the chamber to
just balance the heat loss. The temperature difference at this stage
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was 10 to 20 C depending on the experimental temperature. The nitrogen
valve was also opened to let the gas flow at a rate of around 0.5 SCFM.

[ ... inor adjustment could be made by changiig the flow rate of the cooling

agent and the flow rate of the nitrogen gas in the chamber to keep the
= temperature of the sample constant. The nitrogen helped circulation and

prevented the condensation of water on the plate and cone.

To further reduce the interaction between the chamber and room, a
plastic wrap was used to cover the chamber to minimize the air entering
from the bottom.

A.5.2 Loading Sample

After the plate and cone reached the desired temperature, the gap
setting reference mneasurement was determined as described in the
manual(83).

Gap settin, was much more difficult at Cie low temperatzres than at
room tzemperatur, . Studies were undertak*n to correlhte the :hange in
thie zero gap wi!Ih temperature!. Repeat rans were neasured by decreasing
thten increasing the temperature. The re! ults were niot reprudILihle at a
fixed temaperature. There wai always a janp af. zero temp.!rature. By
disregardig the zero temper iture junp and bricketing th.- gap size
change into two regions, it 4as found that th- change of gap size wit|h
temperi ture was 0.05xO - 3  lich per degree ceitrigrade. For better
reLiablity, the zero gap wa; determined individually at each
temper iture.

ST-ie sanple 4as loaded ai quicklY as possible and al'owed to res,: at

least I hours. The sample hid to sit: a suffli-ent amount of time to
recove:" to its ground state. Different rest iours were Jested at a
shear -ate )f 27.6 suc - I and ic was found tha at leait j hors was
needed to obtair a reproductie result (hithii the noise limits as
caused by tie nitural frequetcy of the m asur,..ng torsion bar) in
transint response as shown La Figure 54.
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A.5.3 Data Acquisition

A software package written by Kibler and lohler was used to acquire
data. The programs were written in an interactive mode which made the
data sampling flexible. The flow chart of the operation is shown in
Figure 55.

After the sample reached and rested at the desired temperature, the
following steps were used to sample the data.

(1) Run "PASSTHRUr' to initiate the LS. 11/02.
(2) Load the "absolute loader" and "LSIPGM.OBJ" to the

LSI 11/02.
(3) Set up a frequency table on the L1 11/02, to ready the LSI

to acquire data.
(4) S~iect the required shear rate by the gear box setting.
(5) Turn on the motor and set the electromagnetic clutch to

"brake" position.

(6) Switch clutch from "brake" to "drive" position, simultaneously
turning on the data acquisition switch of the LSI.
The data are taken by LSI automatically based on the
table setup, and termnnatatlon occurs 2ither at the end
of selecttd time or w'iea the switch is turTed off.

(7) Tran-fer the data froi the LSI to the VAX.
(8) Repeat (3) to (7) until finished collecting data.

For most meaiurements, 1000 Hz was used to sample thi first part of

stress growth or itress relaxation, and 100 Hz was used for steady state
mea ure i ent.
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B. Results

B.1 Structural Viscosity

A simple test was conducted on eacli material to see if there was a
structural viscosity. Each sample was rested for 2 hours before
testing. Then, the sample was sheared uder a constant shear rate, an
increasing shear rate and then a decrea;ing shear rate. The shear rate
was changed fa,t enough so that the material did not have time to relax
to its ground state. It was found that there were hysteresis loops for

Sun Tech809-99', Sun Tech 839-988, and Exxon 708-61 materials, which show
that these materials do have structural viscosities. Clearly, the
materials take time to recover their original states; i.e., the
relaxation tim, of materials is not negigibLe. Sunteci 839-91) had no

hysteresis lool . The viscosity of .run T.ech 839-919 decreased with siqear
rate hut was iidepeident oF the shearin hisi:ory. The -esults are showi
in Figure 56.

tn ea ;y ai i ge,,eral t,!chnique (88) was ised to demnstrate the
struc ural visc )sity and thixotropy of Sin Tfch839-938. Shear rate:3
were ncreised stepwise froa 0.11 t) 34E sec and tie ;ample was
shear !d at each shear rate for abou: 15 seco-tds. The si ear stress tias
r.tcor.ted b; the LSI L1 micrnprocessbr at a r.te of 1) H . The mate-ial
sliowel tim-dependency over the ent.re shear ratet raige. At high shear
rates, thicotro!ic behavior was obs.!rved; i.e., the viscosity decretased
with I line. At Low shear rates, upoit sudden start up, the viscosity

increased to a iaximun then decreas;!d to an asymptotic value. After
cessation of sh.ar, the viscosity d-d not return to zero because of the
yield stress of the material. The response curves at different shear

rates are shown in Figure 57.
-1

After the sample was sheared a!- the highest rate of 348 sec , the speed

was r,!duced, step by step. The sample was then rested for a short time,
about 5 minutes, and the shearing was repeated ascending froma the lowest
shear rate. As seen in Figure 58, after each abrupt decrease in shear
rate, a small iicrease in stress was obs rved. The initial peak in the
repeat shearing was not as high as in th! original test. Figure 58 also
shows that the 'onger the rest time, the higher the initial peak. This
type of study provided a preliminary picture of Sun Tech839-988: it is
a material with structural tiscosity and a yield stress. The magnitude

of yield stress can be determined from the basic shear diagram.
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B.2 Basic Shear Diagram

All of the measurements were taken based on the ,lew technique
previously mentioned; i.e., the sample was covered with JP-10 while
resting to avoid the skinning effect. At high shear rates, the excess
JP-1O was removed to minimize any edge effects. Equilibrium stresses
were obtained by shearing the material until reaching steady state,
beginning with the lowest shear rate. The procedure was repeated at
high shear rates until the highest shear rate was obtained. All of the

equilibrium stresses were digitalized at a rate of 100 Hz. Repeated
runs were conducted on each material to obtain reliable data. The
results were quite reproducible and wfre used to construct the basir
shear diagr ms (BSD).

i.2.1 Roo Tem erature Results

The BS )s of slurry materials (Sun Tech809-995, Sun Tech 139-919,

Sun Tech839 988, and Exxon 708-61) at ,',)om temperatur, are s own in
- Figure~s 59 ) 62. The equilibrium str-sses are give, ;a TabLe XVI. Ite

plots of th- apparent viscosity as a function of the ; .ar rate for the
f"ur -lurri s are shown in Figure 63.

Over t e range of shear rates stu-ied, the four slitrrie-; are
n)n-Newtoni n with shear-thinning behaiior. Exce.t for Sun lech839-919,
tIe slurrie are yield matecials. Though Sun Tech839--),9 sh,'wed a

* d t-!ndeicy to incrfase viscosity at high shear rates, it i.s di ficult to
say iK the icrease was due to dilantancy or instability.

B.2.2 Low Temperature Results

. Since art of the temperature effect on the viscosity of slurri s
comes from tie solvent, the viscosity of JP-1O was stiled from 25 C ro

* a] -20 C, as sli wn in Figure 64 and Table XVII. The viscosity of JP-10 Aid
not change nuch with temperature. The viscosity incr.!ased from 2.76 cp
to 9.25 cp as the temperature dropped From 25 C to -29 1. The change -f
viscosity of JP-10 with temperature cai be described i an Arrhenius
type equat i)1:

' n =0.0023545 * [exp(2098.348/T)]
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Table XVI. Equilibrium Stresses of Slurries

rate stress
919 995 988 708-61

0.00348 0.27 - - 2.33
0.00438 0.32 - - 2.61
0.0055 0.37 - - 2.90
0.00692 0.42 - - 3.20
0.0087 0.49 - - 3.51
0.011 0.57 6.47 - 3.83
0.0138 0.65 - - 4.14
0.0174 0.75 - - 4.46
0.0276 0.97 7.44 - 5.10
0.0438 1.25 - - 5.76
0.0692 1.60 8.96 - 6.45
0.11 2.02 9.98 116.3 7.19
0.174 2.53 11.21 116.6 8.01
0.276 3.16 12.71 116.8 8.96
0.438 3.94 - 117.2 10.08
0.692 4.92 16.71 117.9 11.43
1.1 6.19 - 118.8 13.11
1.74 7.83 22.73 120.9 15.22
2.76 10.02 - 124.4 17.91
4.38 13.03 32.07 129.6 21.40
6.92 17.17 - 136.7 25.90
11.0 23.13 47.17 146.3 31.90
17.4 31.69 58.24 158.8 39.76
27.6 44.44 73.04 175.3 50.29
34.8 53.09 - 185.4 -
43.8 63.68 - 196.8 64.39
69.2 92.98 120.52 224.6 83.07
110.0 138.6 159.69 261.8 108.4
174.0 209.52 215.67 310.6 141.8
276.0 321.61 299.04 376.8 186.1
348.0 400.22 - 418.7 213.3
438.0 497.82 426.22 467.4 244.1

* . 550.0 618.14 513.15 524.1 -
692.0 768.6 623.26 591.8 -

870.0 953.6 763.56 - -
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Table XVII. Viscosity of JP-10 at Different Temperatures

Temp(#C) Viscosity(cp) Viscosity(cp)

Measured Calculated

24.5 2.7564 2.7135
10.0 3.8954 3.8932

0.0 4.9886 5.1067
-10.0 6.7256 6.8379
-11.0 7.0249 7.0490

-19.5 9.4395 9.2177

-19.5 9.2486 9.2177

Standard Deviation - 1.82 * 10"* (-2)
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These resallts check well with the resuLts recently i1rovided by
Wright-Patterson AFB.

Only 3e ected siurries were studied at Low temperatures. Sun Tech
309-§95 wna, studied because of its ease of handling. Sun Tech839-988
and Exxon 708-61 were measured at low temperatures due to their
prominent yield stresses.

The BSDs of Sun Tech809-995 at temrperat ures of 25 C, 0 C, -5 C
-10 C, and -20 C are shown in Figure tr. Flog c'1rve. at diftereat
tcmperatures have the same shape and .;rift L,) thC right as temperatuce
dac'a.ses; that is- the lower the temperature, the higher the viscosity.
Exxon 708-61 was also studied at 1 C ail, -I- C as seen in Figure 66. As
expected, the 'iscosity increased with 1n d-trease in temperature and the
BSO shifted to the right as the temper <Ir, dI: re-ked. A strange
paenaomeron. was observd; the viscosit, I i :'cl ae mtch with
temperature at low s~iear rates. Thi; used later.

More interesting results were oh - -n T ech839-988 at low
emperaturus. The BSDs of [un Techd-t m t<'nper-itures of 23, 9, 0,

-: (. -- 20, -nd -25 C are shu,-in in Pigiu 2, nteresting result Las
Sthat the viscosity increasel or decra . e ten erature decreased

depending upon the shear ra! . At r, rtcs, The viscosity
decreased as temperature de-reased, , -. h skr ar rates, the -

vtscosity increased as temperature di The shear rate of 15 sec
was the break point for all temperatur : £h[; will be discussed in the
n1,ext section.

N-

3 .2.3 Yield Stress

BSDs In Figures 59 to 62 show that Sun Tech809-995, Sun Tech
839-988, and Exxon 708-61 are yield ma; orials. The existence of a yield
stress complicated the measurement at .,w shear rats. In turn, the
yield stress was difficult to measure because very low shear rates were
not attainable and b cause the instrun-t Lacked enogh sensitivity to
measure the shear stress at low shear rates.

The yield stress can be determine: from the vertical section in the
log-log plot of the BSD or by extrapol it ion of the BSD to zero shear
rate. The extrapolation is accomplish. I by fitting the data at ".ow
shear rates with a polynomial with a miaimimn deviation, then

.4
A .A
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extrapolating the polynomial to zero shear rate. Yield stresses
obtained by both methods are listed in Table XVIII. Sun Tech 809-995 nd
Exxon 708-61 both had a small yield stress, on the order of 5 dyne/cmu.
The yield stress of Sun Tech839-988 was appreciable, around 110
dyne/cm 2 The yield stresses of Sun Tech 839-988 at different
temperatures are given in Table XIX.

B 2.4 11 and n.

no and n- are lower and upper Newtonian viscosities. For
materials without a yield stress, such as Sun Tech839-919, Io and nI.
were determined from the apparent viscosity at low and high shear rate,;,
respectively. For yield materials, no is infinite and n -  as

* , where flp is the plastic viscosity or Bingham viscosity.
Therefore, 11. was taken as the plastic viscosity which was determined
from the slope of the linear portion of the BSD plots at high shear
rates. Table XX gives no  and rl. of different materials at room
temperature. The change of ro. with the temperature of Sun Tech839-983
is given in Table XXI.

B.3 Transient Response

Before model constants were evaluated, transient data were all
pretreated iri the following sequence: filtered to remove noise,
adjusted for top plate movement, and normalized on the equilibrium
value.

First, a Newtonian fluid was studied. As expected, the transient
response of the viscosity was a step change after a step change was
imposed in the shear rate (see Figure 68). This response was
independent of shear rate. The study of the Newtonian fluid also

confirmed that the response time of the instrument is fast enough to
study the transient response of slurry materials.

-Z The transient response of Sun Tech 839-919 and Sun Tech 809-995 were
similiar to Newtonian fluids. They showed little time dependency except
at high shear rates. Typical transient behavior of these two materials
is shown in Figures 69 and 70. Since these materials showed fast
response, they were not studied further by this technique.

125>12



Table XVIII. Yield Stresses of Slurries

Yield Stress (dyne/cn**2)
material log-log plot Curve fitting

*Sun Tech9O9-995 8.0 5.0
Sun Tech839-988 110.0 110.0
Exxon 708-61 6.0 2.0

Table XIX. Yield Stresses of Sun Tech839-988
at Different Temperatures

Temperature(C) Yield Stress(dynefcm**2)

23.0 110.
9.0 100.
0.0 87.0

-10.0 88.0
-20.0 92.0
-26.0 101.0
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Table XX. no and r. of Slurries

Material 00

Sun Tech8O9-995 Go 0.6
Sun Tech839-1 100.0 1.0
Sun Tech839-988 0.3
Exxon 708-61 0.3

Table XXI. n of Sun Tech839-988 at Different Temperatures

* ,Temperature (C) (Po ise)

23.0 0.3
9.0 0.5
0.0 0.8

-10.0 1.4
-20.0 2.12
-26.0 3.0

0z
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The transient response of Exxon 708-61 is shown in Figure 71. The

material showed a small peak at low shear rates and behaved as a

thixotropic material.

The transient response curves for Sun Tech839-988 at shear rates
from 0.055 to 2.76 sec-lare shown in Figure 72. The curves show solid
property characteristics and structural viscosity at low shear rates.
Even at low shear rates, overshoot was observed.

The original and corrected data for top plate movement at two

different shear rates are shown in Figure 73 and 74. The correction was
minor and did not adversely affect the initial slope. The peak values
were slightly shifted.

8.4 Kinetic-Elastic Model

The kinetic-elastic model was modified to describe the flow
behavior of slurry materials for both iteady state and transient
"onditions. The yield stress, ry , was incorporated into the equation.
I)ifferent approaches were tried and the best result was obtained by

replacing values of the T in the equation by Ty - T , which is
equivalent to a shift in the axis by Ty, as showa in Figure 75. For

convenience, T' is used to represeat T Ty in the following section.
Actually, this is a generalized definition of the kinetic model. For a
.naterial with no yield, z = 0, the equation reduces to the original

Form. The modified equation can be applied to any system with or

without yield stress.

B.4.1 Defiaition of Structural Parameters

The structural parameter, F, is a functLon of v-scosity. Different
functions have been tested to define F. Though different definitions of
F can be used with the kinetic theory to correlate the steady state

data, some of them fail to describe the solid behavior at the low shear
rates in the transient response. The inverse level rule and the
Richardson-Zaki equation were used depending on the nature of the

slurry.
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For a slurry without a yield stress and having no  and n., the

inverse level rule is used to define F. F is defined as

a a
oo

F =

a an 0 ( 17 )

where a=l.

The Richardson-Zaki equation is used to define F for the yield
materials: Sun Tech839-988, 839-995, and Exxon 708-61. In this ca-;e, F
is defined as

,. 1/2.65
9 F = 1- (n rn) (18)

8.4.2 Steady State

The kinetic equation alone is used to correlate the steady state

viscosity. At steady state, the kinetic equation can be rearranged to

k M

2 Fm (19)

where C is the concentration and m=l, n=2 are used. K and P were found
by a least squares fit of log [(I-F)2 /F] versus log T The optimized

equilibrium constants (P's and K's) for different slurries are tabulated

in Table XXII. The experimental data and the predicted values are shown
in Figures 76 to 79. The K's and P's of Suntech 839-988 at differerit

*q temperatures are summarized in Table XXIII.

J
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Table XXIt. K and P of Slurries by Richardson-Zaki

.Ma ter ial K p

Suntech 809-995 0.010670 0.9991
*Suntech 839-919 0.110107 0.89086

Suntech 839-988 0.014745 0.78287
Exxon 708-61 0.003988 0.9935

Table XXQ II. K and P of Suntech 839-988 at
Different Temperatures

Temp (C) K p------------------------
23.0 0.014745 0.78287
9.0 0.02270 0.7184
0.0 0.03633 0.6719

-10.0 0.047614 0.73443
-20.0 0.10424 0.66912
-26.0 0.01899 1.1031
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B.4.3 Transient Response

Transient response is a combinative result of thixotropy and
elasticity. The thixotropic constants, k1 , P1, k2 , p2 and elastic
modulus GI were evaluated from transient data. Sun Tech839-988 was used
for this study.

For convenience, the kinetic and elastic equations with structural
parameter F are listed again.

P22

-dF/dt =klTPiF -k2T (1 - F)

(20)

(nt/G + T = nt'
tit

The parameter G Ican be evaluated from equation (2'))

)t
G1 nt% T (21)

at the initial time, Y nt >> T so

G (22)

The values of G1 at d-fereit shear rates are tabulated in the Table
XXIV. The values of k, and p1 were calculated from the initial stress

change, i.e., the stress growth near z±ro time. Once kI and Pl are

determined , k2 and P2 can be obtainel from the equLlibrium constants K
and P, i.e., k2= kl/K, and P2= p2-P. A set of these constants obtained

for Sun Tech839-988 at a shear rate of 2.76 sec-lare summarized in Table
XXV. All the constants were obtained by the best fit of the data using
an Advanced Continuous Simulation Langulage (ACSL) simulation package.

The single G1 obtained from the iaitial response cannot describe
the whole transient response, as shown in Figure 80. G, is thus defined

V 'as a function of time as already propoied for polymers. With a variable

G, the experimental data and the predicted transient response are
vO compared in Figure 81.
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Table MXV. Gias a Function of Shear Rate

Rate (1/see) G

0.055 887.
9..'0.087 960.

0.55 960.
-91.10 1270.

2.76 1500.

Table XXV. Constants of 11ransient Response
at Shear Race of 2.76 sec-'

9. .Constant Value

V:*G 1500.
kl- 0.00053

Pi 1.10
K 0.009

.1~.P 1.0355

lop 9.

* -914-
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C. Discussion

The main purpose of this study was to obtain a better understanding

of the rheological properties of carbon black slurries and to extend the

kinetLc-elastic model to predict their flow behavior. The discussion

focuses on these two aspects.

C.1 Shear Dependence of Carbon Black Structure

The results showed that all of the carbon black slurries tested are
shear-thinning materials. This suggests that, as in other suspension
systems, at reasonably high concentrations carbon black has a structure
which can be broken down under shear. The structure could be aggregate
or a network which is groups of particles held together by attractive
forces. The formation of structure results in a larger effective volume
fraction than the actual volume fraciton of particles. The higher

effective volume fraction and the inieraction between particles increase

the resistance to flow, and this cau-es the much larger viscosity of the
suspension than of the solvent.

In a shear field, the structure Ls broken down by the shear forces.
The degree to which the structure is broken down depends oa the
magnitude of shear force and the strength of the bonds between the

particles. As the shear force increises, more of the structure will he
broken down. At each level of shear rate, an equilibrium structure can
exist corresponding to an equilibriun viscosity. The effective volume
fraction decreases with an increase i.n shear rate as does the viscosity.
This accounts for the shear-thinning behavior of these slurries.

Moreover, at high enough shear rates, the structures can be broken
into non-interactive units (not nece-sarily individual particles but any

basic flow unit) and the fluid behaves as a Newtonian fluid. This is

commonly called the upper Newtonian region. In this study, even at the

highest shear rate, nearly 1000 sec--) the upper Newtonian region was

barely achieved.

Hysteresis loops(Figure 56) and thixotropic behavior in the time

domain confirmed the existence of a shear rate dependent structure. In

the hysteresis loop study, with an i icreasing shear rate(upcurve),
structure is broken down. As the shear rate decreases(downcurve) the

structure builds up. The structure that exists at each shear rate(in
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the downcurve) is close to that at the highest shear rate, unless the
structure build-up is very fast. Therefore, different structures can
exist at the same shear rate as a result of different history. This has
been shown by Jones and Brodkey(4). They constructed flow curves of a
thixotropic material at different structural levels. The structural
curve would be identical to the downcurve if the time scale of
measurement is fast enough. They found there was an equilibrium
structure associated with each shear rate and that different structures
could exist at the same shear rate depending on the shear history. As a
result different viscosities are measured, which results in the
hysteresis loop. During transient response at constant shear rate, the
viscosity decreases with time as cause1 by the breaking of the
structure. The structure can recover its ground state at rest. The
rebuilding of the structure can be demonstrated by repeating the
transient experiment. After a sample 1s sheared to its steady state
structure, stop the shearing, pause for a few minutes, and repeat the
test. The time dependent behavior is still present, except that the
initial peak in the stress is smaller, as illustrated in Figure 82.

The hysteresis loop shown in Figure 56 is often used as a
measurement of thlxotropy and is somet',nes called the "thixotropic
loop". The degree of thixotropy is ofien related to the area between
the upward and downward curves. Although this measurement can describe
a few systems, it is usually regarded suspiciously because of possible
errors arising from the method of measurement. The area in the
thixotropic loop is dependent on the pr.ocedure used for the
measurements. If different paths are u;ed to change the shear rates,
different areas 'Jill be obtained. Even if the same shear rate path is
used, different shearing times will result in different areas within the
loop. The instrnent can also contribute errors in thixotropic loop
measurement, for example, heating effect, change of apparent rate due to
the movement of the torque spring, and inertia of the moving parts. The
area within the loop is not a satisfactory measurement of the degree of

. thixotropy shown by a material. Therefore, the thixotropic loop studies
made here were only used as an indication of thixotropy or structural
t scosity. The best way to describe thixotropy should he based on a)

-lie equilibrium curve and b) the rate od approach to equilibrium after a
c:hange of shear rate.
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C. 2 Flow Curves-

Umega(89) suggested that the rheological behivior of suspensions
could be desocribed by an extended Ostwald flow curve(Figurte 83) if a
sufficiently wide ran,;e oi shear rates was studied. The flow beha.'ior
of materials progress~vely passes from a lower Newtonian region(A-!,) t)

a psaeudopastic flow region(B-C), followed by an upper Newtonian
region(C-D), a dilatatit rt-gion(D-E), and then aaotiier Newtonian
region(E--F). In this study, the shear rate range covered was not ligyh

-:enough to includt. the whole- flow curie; only the lower part of the Kurv'e
was observed.

C.2.1 Measirements and ( 'vracteris:uics of BSDs

Some inlere-ting rest lt- were ooserved at both low and hi~,h si ar
rates. They will be 'IiscL -j! !d iidiv ial ly.

Sun Tech309-995 .s thi only material t iat ;howd little skinni g.
The BSD cf Slin Te,-h8O,_-995 was studi ~J with and witliout IP-lO. The ce
was little di ffer~nce betw4_e the tw) cas es, ex( ept at high shear r !tes
(see Figure 59). The sampLe witi JP--1O lad a Ifwer v'iscosity than hiar
without JP-IC at .;hear rat !,3 larger than 276 seJ * This, n. doubt, was
due to the diLution of the %ample by JP-10 at the high r sho ar rate 1%
test was -made wit iout JP-1L starting at t~ shear rate of 69. r~ec a d
increasing the rate to 692 se -Iand was carried ot.t_ fa-it enough to voLId

-. the skinning. Th results were the same as tlose started from a mu h
lower shear rate 4ithout J '-10. Therefore, thie diLution is more likely
to exist at tie high shear rate. This problen was avoiLded by remnoviig
the excess JP-10 Fo)r the hgher shear, rat.e measuremaentsi.

The BSD of Sun Tech 83')-919 was ,,tudied with the JP-l0 covering ovur
thle shear rates range of 0.00348 to 6370 sec-1(see Figure 60). One et
of earlier data with the s .ining problen was also plotted l'or
comparison. Three runs we,(! conducted with different starting shea;
rates. There was a difference in the low shear rate range which mi~ht
be due to a weak structure in the mat erial. However, the signal at low
shear rates was so small that the difference could be thle result of
measurement errori. At bolih low and tigh shear rate-;, the slope of the
curve was close t.) 1, whiciu implies tuiat the material was Newtonian at

* - both extremes, i.e., it had high and U-ow Newtonian viscosities.
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Sun Tech 839-919 was the material which showed no hysteresis between

shear rates of 1.1 and 276 sec-twith or without the JP-lO covering.
* But, at shear rates above 276, it did show hysteresis, as shown in

- Figure 84. Apparently, something different happened with this material
at shear rates higher than 276 sect I The explanation is that either the

material has some strong structure that is broken down at the higher

shear rates or that an instability generated at the higher shear rate
changes the nature of the material. There is little possibility that
this is due to the mixing of JP-10 with the sample since the hysteresis

loop was also observed for the measurement without JP-10 covering.

The BSD of Exxon 708-61 was studi ed at room temperature from
0.00348 to 438 sec- ! The data branches out at low shear rates, as seen

- in Figure 62. It was found that the lower the initial shear rate the

* higher the vis,:osity obtained at any specified shear rate. There are

two possible reasons: the ,tructural property or rheopetic property of
the material. There could he a weak structure which was broken down

- during the loading of the sample. Such weak structures could build up

during resting or under mild shear rate. If the structures build up
under a mild shear rate, the material is rheopet ic. Otherwise, the
structure builds up during the resting period between runs. Studies
were made t) check if weak structures .were broken down during the

loading of the sample and it the equilibrium viscosity at the low shear
rate depended on the restink time. Several runs were carried out from
-( = 0.0174 sec- to 174 sec-'by letting the sample rest from I to 3

hours. As shown ii Figure '5, the viscosity at the low shear rate does
depend on the resting time. A large difference was found at the lower

shear rates and the curves coincide at 7 > 10 sec-! This showed that
there is a weak structure which was broken easily and took time to
rebuill. Mo eover, as mentioned in the previous chapter, th. viscosity

at 27.6 sec was independent of the resting time which is corsistent

with tais result. In order to obtain the "true" viscosity at low shear
rates, we would have to let the sample sit for a very long period to

rebuild its weak structure. From Figu-e 85, the ma erial would njed 3
hours or more to rebuild such a weak s ructure at toe 0.0174 sec
Allowing the sample to rest for such a long time induced skinning, thus,
we will always have difficulty in obtaining viscosity at lew shear
rates. In addition, from Figure 85, t~ie shifting of the curves to the

right as the rest time increased implies that the material had a yield
stress. The yield stress cannot be over 6 dyne/cn2 because ay
reasonable extrapolation of the 180 ml i curve would give a val u les
than this. The transient response of 'he material was also studi-d to
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determine the rest time. The transient response at a shear rate of 27.6
sec- with different resting times ranging from 0.5 hour to 6 hours is
shown in Figure 54. Though the equilibrium viscosity at y = 27.6 se,
was independent of the resting time, the transient response did depend
on the resting time. Therefore, letting the sample rest to its ground
state is important in both transient and steady state studies.

The viscosity of Sun Tech 839-988 was difficult to measure due to
the nature of the material. This material was thicker than the other
slurry materials, especially at low shear rates, which complicated the
measurements. The same technique, covering the sample with JP-10, was
used to study the vfscosity. It was found that above a critical shear
rate (around 1 sec- ) te mhxing of JP-10 and the slurry became serious
and the viscosity decreased as time proceeded. The mixing was caused by
the edge effect. In Figure 86, we can see that the stress was constant
)ver a wide range of shear rates. In this region, there was almost no
FLow inside the gap because of the yie d stress. Above a shear rate ol
I sec- 1 , the structure of the material was broken and the material
started to flow. The curve bends towa-d lower stresses as the shear
rate Lncrea7;es above 1 sec- 1 .

To check the mixing effect, measurenents qer± made without JP-1) to
see if the curve had thi! same characteristics. As ca-i be seea in Figure
36, they did not. Addi ional runs witl different resting time were -
:arried out to see if the curve infleci ed above a shear rate of I sec
'o bending aas observed and the curves shifted to the right as the
rest ing time increased (Figure 87). W! are convinced that t'ie decrease
in the shear stress was due to dilution with JP-l0.

A syst,,!matic e~perlment was then made to study the resting time
effect onSun Tech839-988 at different shear rates. The sample was
shaken vigorously before loading to insure homogeneity. Then, the sh,.ar
stress-time data was obtained every hour.

a, -I

At a shear rate of 0.11 sec , it 4as found that the apparent
quilibriin viscosity was a function o time. Hovever, if the initial

stress value was used rather than zero as the ground value, the
equilibrium viscosity was independent )f the resting time as seen in
Figure 88. Nevertheless, the transient curves did depend on the rest ng
time. The peak values of the transient response were also plotted as a
function of time (Figure 89). They incrceased initially and t en leveled
off after 3 hours.
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Shear rates of 2.19, 5.5, and 11) sec were studied in the same
manner. The equilibrium stress as a function of time is shown in Figure
90. Except for the shear rate of 2.19 sec , they all showed the

tendency of decreasing viscosity with time. This is further evidence
that dilution by JP-1O took place at high shear rates. Though the
equilibrium viscosity at Y =2.19 sec- approached an asymptote as the

time increased, its peak values from the transient responses showed a
tendency to decrease with time as seen in Figure 91. This means that
the mixing of JP-1O and the slurry took place under this shear rate but
not seriously enoug-h to affect the equilibrium value.

Reproducibility was very poor when the data was taken with the
sample full to the rim of the plate (Vigure 92). Due to the high
viscosity of this material, tlie shear rate difference between the sample
in the gap and that in the reservoir aused mixing, which resulted in
erroneous ueasurements. To avoid the edge effect, the viscosity of
Sun Tech839-988 was measure,| without JP-10 covering. Nevertheless,
JP-10 was used during the resting period and was removed for the actual
measurement. Excess sample was also rtmoved from the reservoir (Figure
92). The results were reproducible as shown in Figure 62. Due to the
small signals and Low r:tational rate.s , the data scattered at low shear
rates. In spite of the scattering, the plot indicates a yield stress of

2around 110 dyne/cm 2 . In addition, by extrapolating the data at high
shear rates to zero shear rate, a Biagham yield stress of 220 dynacIU2

is obtained. The results are also plotted in Figure 62 and 'ioLncide
with the measurement using JP-10 at the low shear rate. In order to
obtain accurate results for this material, the edge effect must be
minimized.

C.2.2 Comparision between Slurries

Though all the slurries contained almost the same loading of carbon
black (50 wt%), they possessed different rheological jehavior,
especially at low shear rates. At high shear rates, the viscosities of

the different slurries were.not much different and ranged from 50 cp to

100 cp. The difference between them became wider as the shear rate
decreased (Figure 63). There is more than 100 times difference between

Sun Tech839-988 and the others. This difference was due to the particle
size and surfactant used. These two factors affected the formation of
structures which were important at low shear rates. Apparently, Sun Tech
839-988 had a smaller particle size, whiich resulted in a large yield
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stress at low shear rates. The surfactant was used to stabilize and to
increase dispersity. A well dispersed system will favor
particle-solvent interaction and prevent strong structure formation

Therefore, a well dispersed system will have weaker structure and lower
viscosity.

C.3 Temperature Effects

According to the traditional time-rate-temperature superposition, a
' decrease in temperature corresponds to a shift to higher effective shear

rates for vis,'osity versus shear rate plots. The data did tollow this
trend; flow curves shifted to higher ihear stress, as temperature
dropped (Figures 65 to 67). Results iere also consistent with the

WIN. Ostwald curve; at lower temperatures and higher shear rates, flow

curves shifted to the right, falling ato the dilatant region.

The )henomenon observed at low shear rates was surprising and hal
not been noted in the literature. At temperatures below zero, the loi
shear viscosity showed a systematic d-,rease as temperature decreased
(Figure 67). Though the result was u usual, it can be explained on tie
basis of structural viscosity. Due t particle interactions, there was
a structure which resulted in both a yield stress and thixotropy. The
linkage that formed the structure dep,!aded on the kinetic energy and the
Brownian motion of particles. As the temperature decreased, the linkage
became weaker, which was then more ea.ily broken by shear. Though the
viscosity of the solvent(JP-lO) increased as the temperature decreased,
the s :ructure was the dominating factor which determinated the viscosit,
at o4 shear rates. When the structure became weaker at low shear
rates, the corresponding viscosity became smaller, too.

Structures are not important at I Igh shear rates where nost of the
structure is broken down under such c, iditions. Therefore, the
viscosity change with temperature foll wed the traditional trend, i.e.,
the viscosity increased as the temper ±cure decreased.

The temperature effect on the io4 shear rate viscosity was a result
of the yield stress. The yLeld stres:; was almost independent of

".- temperature. n., was highly dependent on temperature. The change of
. r with temperature is plotted in Figire 93.
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C.4 Transient Behavior

Transient response was used to evaluate the viscoelastic and
thixotropic properties of the slurries. At low shear rates, the stress
growth after sudden imposition of a step change in shear, showed an
overshoot, and approached a steady state value (Figure 72), even at a
very low shear rate. The "overshoot" has been reported by many

researchers in elastic liquids like polymer solutions. Slurries possess
viscoelastic properties at low shears, but the elastic property differs
from that of a polymer. The elasticity in slurries comes from particles
and their interactions or structure. Since the elasticity in the slurry
was due to the structure, an effort was made to find an elastic modulus,

G, that could be related to the strength of structure in the slurries.
The transient curves were replotted as shear stress against shear strain
for various shear rates. The shear strain was obtained by the product

of shear rate and time, i.e., Y = t. If the material can be
lescribed by I = G ' at low shear strains, it would mean that the
material icts as a solid body with a onstant elasticity G.
Unfortunately, the initial slope for eieT vsy plot was not constant as
showri in Figure 94.

Amari and Watanb !(90) suggested tihat T maxh was; a good
approximation of elastLcit, G of the structure. They obtained a

constant G of 5.5x10 3 dyne, cm 2 for linseed oil-carbon black suspens on.

-lmax/y for carbon black at different shear rates is plotted in Figuie

95. The data are not too far trom a constant and can be considered as
an elasticity constant, G, related to the strength of the structure.

Stress relaxation after cessation of steady flow was also examined
to se-- if it could be described by a single relaxation time. None could
be described by a single constant. The elasticity might change or

disappear under steady shear. Other types of study such as creep flw
or dy-iamic study would be ueeded to measure how the G changes.
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III. LUBRICANT DATA

The viscosity of lubricant 5P4E measured with Haake rotor MVI was 19.4

poise and with the rotor MVIII was 19.0 poise.

Further tests on lubricant 5P4E were done on the Weissenberg R-16
Rheogoniometer. The value of the viscosity, determined in steady state flow, is
constant with shear rate varying from 5.4 to 340 sec -' and is 18.6 poise, a
value which can be considered in agreement with that obtained from the Haake,
i.e., 19.2 poise. Table XXVI summarizes all the lubricant data obtained.

Figure 96 at JOC and a high shear rate (348 sec -1 ) shows overshoot,
which is an indication of viscoelasticity. The equilibrium viscosity for this
run was 233 poise. Figure 97 is an example of a lower temperature (2.4 0 C) run

at a low shear ratte (11 sec-). The equilibrium viscosity increased to 5450
poise. No overshoot is observed at this low shear rate. Figure 98 at -o.7°C
and 34.8 sec- I shows overshoot and an equLlibrium viscosity of 9790 poise.
Vigures 99 and 100 at 4.9°C and 2.76 sec - 1 ire examples of both the growth
and relaxation exp( iments. The equilibriul viscosity is 229,700) poise. The
shteir rate was too low to show overshoot. Finally, Figure 101 at -90 C and
onl 2.76 sec- is i draiaatic exariple of viscoelastic overshoot.

The 2.76 sec -1 shear rate of Figure 9) is equivalent to 133 sec/rev.

This translate:- intl a movement of 4.72 mr/sec at the transducer. The
equilibrium transdu er displace lerit was c .lculated to be 3.38 mm which, if there
were solid body rotation, would be accompli shed in 0.72 sec as shown in Figure
99. The instriLment response of 0.007 s carnot even be seen on this plot. The
mat0rial response is noted as b.ing 3.15 sec, which is over 4 times the time of
a N,.wtonian material.. Clearly we are dealing with a viscoelastic materi.l. The
initial shear rate is not really 2.76 sec -1 since the top cone is in motion.
The shear rate as determined from the initial slope is only 1.0 sec - I anl

in creases to 2.76 sc - l by 3.15 sec. As it further example, the shear raLe had
increased to 2.3 se= -1 from the measured slope at 2 sec. The difficulty in
mea-.uring accurate stress growth curves is clearly illustrated by this example.
Actually, for a material of this viscosity, we could have used the piezoelectric

trystal measuring system and obtained an a.curate transient. We are currently
working on the best means of analysis of this type of data so as to extract the
vis oelastic chara teristics.

One approximate correction, which should be valid at t = U, is to correct
the observed stress by the ratio of the d,'sired shear rate to the actual rate.
Such a curve is plotted in Figure 99. Th, initial slope of this curve will be a
measure of Gi . Note that the corrected cti ves show hone overshoot, but 'his
may not be real. In any event we do not plan to try to analyze the enti:e

curve; we only want the initial value as a measure oI G1 .

We do not want to put much importance an the foilowing values at this time,
but from Lhe corrected curve in Figure 99, the value of G1 is 1.9 x l06gm
,.M/sec 2 . From the curve as measured and t Ing the Ct value and

nlo = 310,000 P gives G 2 as -9.1 x 105 gm /sec 3 . The value of the time
derivative of the shear rate wa 1.56 sec-
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TABLE XXVI. Lubricant 5P4E

Temp Shear rate App. Viscosity File
("C) (sec 1  (poise) namie

i.,~23'C 5.5 18.5 LUB5D4

11.0 18.5 LUB1OD8

110.3 17.8 LUB108

174.0 17.9 LUB171

348.0 17.8 LUB340

550.7 17.6 LUB540

11.4 11.0 218.1 LB1OD8SA

10.6 110.3 254.9 LB108SA

10.3 174.0 268.4 LB171SA

10.2 348.0 233.2 LB340SA

10.4 11.0 316.3 LB1OD8SB

-0.2 1.103 24.6 x 10 3LBlD8111A
3

-0.8 2.757 28.8 x 10 LB2D7IIIA
3

-0.7 5.507 26.7 x 10 LB5D4IIIA

3
+0.7 11.03 13.1 x 10 LB1OD8FB

+0.7 11.0313.1 x 103 LID
-0.8 21.93 20.3 x 10 3LB21D4FA

3
-0.40.551 12.5 x 10LB5F

3
-0.9 2.757 14.6 x 10 LB2D7FB

3

-1.3 21.93 14.3 x 10 3LB2lD4FB

-1.1 27.57 12.1 x 10 3LN27FA
3

-0.7 34.8 9.79 x 10 LB34FA
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TABLE xXVI (cont.)

Temp Shear rate App. Viscosity File
(°C) (sec- 1) (poise) name

-0.2 0.551 8.23 x 10 LUBD5411
3+0.6 1.103 9.47 x 10 LUBlD711 I

1.4 2.757 9.26 x 103 LUB2711
3

2.1 2.757 4.63 x 10 LUB2711B
3

3.0 5.507 2.99 x 10 LUB5D4II
.5 3

2.4 11.03 5.45 x 10 LUB1OD8II p

3-5.0 0.551 288.3 x 10 LUBD57

-5.2 1.103 290.5 x 103 LUBID7C

3
-5.0 1.739 259.9 x 10 LUBI71

3-4.9 2.757 229.7 x 10 LUB27A

171.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS FROM KINETIC ELASTIC THEORY

d(CF , m n

dt =k (cF t) -
2  [C(1-Ft)] (1)

F f(nt) - f(n.)(2
F- - (2)
t f(no) - f(n.)

n a a (3)

Ft na_.a

0 W

' P1kI  k1T (4)

k = k + k2T (5)

"p

y (6)

nT _T n

1 t G2 
6 t

T + (ntI/Gl) - -Tl [i + (n/G 2 ) Y] (7)

.1-e n = K C m- n  p  (8)
(1F )

.. Feq

k1

K = k2 + (k 3 / rP2) (9)

P = PI P2 (10)
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APPENDIX C

NOMENCLATURE

a constant in conversion term in kinetic theory

A,B,C reaction components

C degree Centigrade, concentration

CSR constant shear rate

d displacement

F,FAFB fraction converted

GG 1,G2  elastic constants
, I

klk2klk., specific rate constants in kinetic theory

KKA9KB constant in kinetic theory

K1,K 2  constants in Eq. (2)

m,msm2 2n,nl,n 2 order constants in the kinetic theory

M critical molecular weight
C

N number

pSpAS'pB  constant in the kinetic theory

PI'P2, ... sensitivity to stress constant in kinetic theory

S parameter in two-step kinetic theory

t time

tcut time when Gi starts to decay

TAU stress

T temperature

V voltage
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"N. Greek

" constant for non-constant shear rate experiment

y shear rate
viscosity

n lower Newtonion viscosity limit

0

-.O upper Newtonion viscosity limit

t thixotropic viscosity

-u stress

Subscripts

calc calculated

eq equilibrium

exp experimental

. normalized

0 initial

t thixotropic
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SUMMARY OF THE FIELD AND OUR RESEARCH ENDEAVORS

The various approaches towards the elucidation of the rheological

characteristics of materials generally fall into one of five

classifications: empirical, phenomenological (mostly rate processes),

linear viscoelastic, nonlinear viscoelastic, and microrheological analyses.

The empirical methods correlate data by curve-fitting techniques. The

rate theories have as their basis the assumption that the nonlinear char-

acteristics can be associated with some structural change of the material

whether it involves particle associations and dissociations, link formations

and ruptures, or molecular entanglements and disentanglements. The linear

viscoelastic models are based upon linear combinations of Hooke's law of

elasticity and Newton's law of viscosity. The nonlinear viscoelastic

models are based on continuum mechanics ind nonlinear combination mechanic-al

models. Finally, microrheological analysis starts with the basic molecu~tr

or microscopic variables such as particle sizes, molecular interactions,

and chain lengths. A simplified mechanism is proposed, and then it is

mathematically represented and solved.

Each approach has made contributions to the field, but with the present

state of the art, we cannot completely describe the non-Newtonian behavior

even in simple geometries. Steady-state flow behavior has been extensively

investigated, and the representations available are adequate. However,

little is understood about the unsteady-state flow, such as shear stress

and normal stress growth after the onset of a sudden shear rate. The

theories in the literature are not able to always predict for example stress

growth at a given constant shear rate from data obtained on other experi-

ments.

The kinetic rate theory we are developing can be used to represent
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transient (unsteady-state), equilibrium, and normal stress difference

information. The theory accounts for elasticity and thixotropy by combining

a kinetic rate approach with a modified form of Oldroyd's model. The basic

approach and preliminary confirmation of the kinetic theory have been

described in the papers by Brodkey, Denny and Kim (2, 3). Kim and Brodkey

S.[ (3) provided the test of the steady-state theory by correlating polymer

solution data over a wide concentration range. Lewis and Brodkey (5)

offered further support of the theory by describing the phenomena of

shear stress growth over a range of shear rates. However, thus far the

tests of the theory were still empirical since the necessary constants and

-' parameters had been obtained from the best fit to the data. Lee and

Brodkey (7) attempted to provide an independent test of the kinetic

approach by using data obtained under constant shear stress conditions

to evaluate the necessary constants and parameters in an idealized manner

as suggested by the theory, and not by simple curve-fitting methods. The

results were then used for predicting time-dependent constant shear rate

measurements as well as the constant stress data. Jachimiak et al. (8)

and Jachimiak (9) extended the approach to allow the prediction of the

first normal stress difference; but, because of the difficulty of obtain-

ing the elastic parameter under constant stress conditions, the prediction

'" was unsatisfactory. Song (10) did a complete analysis of the theory and

showed that the previous formulations could not be used to predict all the

various possible types of experiments. He was able to formulate one that

could be used which will be presented i.n the theory section. Song (11)

then obtained a comprehensive set of data on stress growth, stress

1'I_ relaxation and transient shear rate experiments. He attempted to fit all

of these to the theory with some, but not complete, success. Pan )alai (12)

obtained data for very large amplitude oscillation and extended the theory
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for this. Finally, Landers (13) obtained new and imprcved oscillatory data

on the same system. The most recent is by Park (75) and is summarized in App. C.

The present summary is slanted so far toward our own work, and the

background literature has been covered in several of our previous pibli-

cations. However, it might be well to put our approach into proper

perspective with other means of treating rheological data, since thc area

of research is large and all readers may not be equally familiar with our

efforts. First, there are the empirical methods such as the :Y;v-r or

Ostwald-deWaele (14, 15), Ellis (16, 17), Sisko (18), Reiner-Phiiippoff

(19), Powell-Eyring (20), and Rodrigu'z (21)models. Detailed explanation

of these c in be found in most textbooks (1, 22, 23). The semiempirical

or phenomenological models form a second class of which the Eyring work

(20, 24-26) is representative. It is in this class that the present

effort resides .s well as a number of other kinetic approaches (2'-30).

These latter (27-30) have been less general kinetic approaches that have

assumed some specific mechanism and then suggested a rate equation to

describe the chilnge; however, since these axe specific to a particular

suggested mechanism and not general to aid in establishing the !aechanisr,

they will not be discussed further. The basic linear viscoelastic model

is due to Clerk Maxwell (31). The equation is a linear combination of

Newton's law of viscosity of an ideal liquid and Hook's law for an ideal

solid. Even though it is a linear equation, it has been a starting point

of almost all the nonlinear rheological models proposed in the last two

decades. Most of the models for nonlinear viscoelasticity are a generali-

zation of Maxwell's equation using tensor calculus. Typical equatiors of

this category are discussed in references 32 through 55. Most are

formulated in a convected (co-deforr n;& coordinate system as wa:3 first
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suggested by Oldroyd (34). Some are expressed in a co-rotational coordinate

system, which has been reviewed by Bird et al. (53). In spite of all the

work, the ability to fit transient data is far from satisfactory as can be

seen in Chen and Bogue and Christiansen and Leppard and others "51,54,55,

65 - 67). Figures 1 and 2 show some comparisons from the latter work.

Finally, there are the microrheological approaches which assume a mechanism

*" . and are directed toward elucidating the basic reason why specific systems

are non-Newtonian. In this class are such analyses as Rouse (56), Bueche

(57), Michaels et al. (58-60), and Mason (61, 62).

In the empirical models, nothing is learned about the basic mechanism

because little specific meanin3- can be iven to the constants. In t. e

phenomenological approaches as little is assumed -ibout the specific

mechanism a.- possible, and c21e hopes to din some insight into this by

evaluation of the consttnts and their %r riation with the parameters of

the system (such aS molecultr weigr'.t iLtribution',. The viscoelastic

"- thori;-s have been the recent mfainstay f rhe:lo ic'il repre.entation :nd

as many believe will eventually bf. ade :uate f r the ta-sk. The micro-

rheoloj icaL itraulyses depend in a knwl ti-e f . ici.nism ;n'i Eire cnly

". .j valid fir systems that fulfiil the is.' zx' ;i n. in ;T'r-)ximatiCn ,f

the theories. In general, a mecnanirr. is s4.'.ntt;, n : then ,ne :Lttemirl.

to confirm the hypothesis by compaxiso:, -o ) x>rim'riti iat.

in time the methods will comulement eacr. cittif r, ' . r.i' :W , ie'.:

* jrividing the necessary insight to allow a moro r. ,. : .i , :'. . '

"pr'.pcsed than has heretofore been poss-ble, tnrv , ior m .... .

,ilowing estimation and Iligent varit..tion, ". - . .

S' f the characteristic pa ,ers of matE 'ial.
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The possible application of our kinetic-elastic model (as well as

alternate models) has been mainly to polymer rheology problems where time

dependency is recognized but is not as extreme as it might be in elasto-

hydrodynamic lubrication (ls versus l-s). Temperature dependency

is important in both, but pressure effects are much more extreme in the

lubrication application. Johnson and Tevaarwerk (69) have recently

reviewed the shear behavior of EHD oil films, but it should be emphasized

that the models considered by them can at best only describe a part of

the known response characteristics of non-Newtonian materials. Never-

theless, the reasonable success they demonstrated in matching traction

curves leads one to hope that a better model, more accurately descriptive

of the process, would allow nearly a complete description of the dynamics

of the problem.

The model used by Johnson and Tevaarwerk was tte simplest form of the

sinh law for the non-Newtonian representation (see references 20 and 4-26)

;.. and the Maxwell model (31) for the viscoelastic contribution. In both

cases, the representation of known response characteristics is limited and

- does not compare with the kinetic -elastic model to be described. There

are of course a number of e'arlier models that have been used to describe.

traction curves. Crook (70) suggested a Newtonian fluid and temperature

dependence to explain the nonlinear region. Johnson and Cameron (71)

showed that non-Newtonian characteristics were indeed important. Barlow

et al. (72) showed that lubricants could be viscoelastic. Dyson (73)

suggested that viscoeasticity could be important in the linear region

under large deformations as well as in the nonlinear region.

el -.QThe knowledge of the characteristics of lubricants is clearly limited

and the best means to describe the fluid during a concentrated contact is

9-4
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still to be determined thus there exists a need for looking into this applied

problem in more detail using the rheologically sound kinetic-elastic approach.

The application of the theory to the field of slurry fuels is still another

possibility. These materialswill usually exhibit a yield stress. Unfortunately,

data on the time response of such materials does not appear to have been

measured and clearly work is needed here.
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2. 7. 7 77 7

THEORY

Polymer rheology is primarily concerned with three fundamental

properties of fluids: the time rate of change of viscosity or structure,

called here the thixotropic property; the steady-state level obtained,

which is a function of the shear rate; and the lag of the stress behind

-. 4- what one would expect from the thixotropic behavior, called here the

elastic property. The change in viscosity can be attributed to some

reversible internal mechanism such as entanglement, association, or winding
4-. %

of long-chain polymer molecules. The lag of the stress is due to the

property of the material which causes it to resist deformation and thereby

recover its original shape and size when deforming forces are

removed. The nonlinear time-dependent flow behavior for such polymeric

materials can best be described by a combination of elasticity and

thixotropy. The thixotropic and steady-state behavior is described by the

kinetic theory and the elastic property is described by an elastic model.

A KINETIC MODEL FOR THDCOTROPIC CHANGE

'4" In the previous work (1-13), we developed a kinetic model for thixo-

tropic materials which is descriptive of the viscosity change that occurs

in polymer solutions. The model is different from previous rate models

" in that molecular phenomena such as links, particle spheres, dipole

moments, or hydrogen bonding are not used directly as a basis of the model.

-Instead, let us define a new variable, Ft, as the fraction of the thixotropic

fluid structure unchanged. This new variable Ft is a lumped parameter

which contains the overall effects of molecular phenomena such as disentangle-

ment and entanglement of chains, link rupture and association and others.

a'....

_. .~At zero time and no stress, the fluid thixotropic structure would be
P,..,.

A%
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unchanged and F = 1. As time progresses (unsteady state), the thixo-
t

tropic fluid structure undergoes change and Ft decreases and continues to

decrease as the structure changes. Finally, at steady state, an equili-

brium is reached between the unchanged and changed thixotropic fluid

structure and Ft = Feq , the equilibrium value of the variable. The

situation being considered reminds one of a simple kinetic reaction of A+±B.

If we apply the homogeneous kinetic reaction concept, the simplest equation

we could get is

d(CFt
dt -ki (CFt)m -k [C(1-Ft) n  (i)

dt

where kI and k' are forward and reverse reaction constants, m and n1 2

are forward and reverse orders of reaction, and C is the concentration of

polymer solution. For steady state (equilibrium) conditions, Eq. (1)

reduces to

k' (CF )m -k [C(l-F)]n =0 (2)
1 eq 2), L\ e

(1-F )n= ki -n
or _ = Cm- (3)

PA 2eq

where the subscript eq means that Ft is at the equilibrium state.

What we are eventually interested in is not the thixotropic structure

unchanged, but rather the real fluid property viscosity; therefore, we

... need some functional form of Ft expressed in terms of viscosity. The

limiting viscosities (zero shear rate viscosity, o and upper Newtonian

viscosity, .) can be utilized to define the thixotropic structure unchanged,

Ft, since the apparent viscosity of a polymer solution falls within these

two limiting values. The structural vriable F is defined by an inverse-
t
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lever arm principle (1,3):

Ft - f(rit) - f(T ) (4)[. ::"'.:: t =fro 7(l

•~~ -f°.7-

where t can be called the thixotropic structural viscosity. The

functional form taken for f(Tis a which when combined with Eq. (4)

gives:

a a
F 1 t - TI

t ,a a

A where a is constant to be determined. The constant a can be selected to

be (1/3.4) from experimental evidence (63) that the zero shear rate viscosity

o is proportional to the 3.4 power of the molecular weight. But, for

specific cases or other materials any value which gives a good fit to the

experimental data would be correct. For slurries a value of I can be used.

To complete the kinetic model, we need one more basic functional

assumption about the reaction constants, kI and k' in Eq. In

general, these reaction constants are considered to be functions of shear

stress and temperature. For isothermal condition, the following functional

forms are suggested from empiricism and logic (see references 1 to Ii)

."-'.' = I  "r(6)
.. k T (6

k' +k2 TP2 (7)2 3 2

X4 where k1 and k2, and the p's can be said to be rates and susceptibilities

to stress level, respectively. The term k is a constant in this case

since it is considered to be a function of temperature only. It accounts

for the physical fact that a material recovers its original structure

from molecular or Brownian motion without other external help. It might
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be considered small and thus negligible compared with other terms, except

when shear stress is zero as a result of the material simply standing for

long periods of time in order to allow structural recovery. Equation (1)

is a scalar equation and the stress in Eqs. (6) and (7) must be scalar.

If the structure is only affected by the shear stress then T in Eqs. (6)

and (7) must reflect this. If the structure depends on the total stress

in the system then the double dot product of the stress (T:T) might be

more appropriate.

We define a thixotrooic structual stress, Tt' as

.rt = - t  (8)

This stress, Tt, follows the dashed line in Fig. 3. However, the real

stress, T, follows the solid line in the same figure. There is a gap

between the real and newly defined thixotroric structural stress. To

account for this difference one needs to consider the elastic property

of the material.

B ELASTIC MODEL FOR VISCOEIASTICITY

The kinetic theory of thixotropy just presented assumed that there

was no elasticity in the material; however, most polymeric solutions are

viscoelastic and the thi;otropic presentation alone is not adequate.

In order to incorporate the elastic property into the theory, a

three constant model which is similar to Maxwell's equation:

" d =- (9)
G dt

and originally proposed by Jeffreys (64) and used by Oldroyd (34,35) is

used. The equation is
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" + X1(d /dt) ,,r + d/dt)

...- where X I and X2 are relaxation times and o is zero shear rate viscosity.

In our earlier work (5, 7) an integrated form of Eq. (10) was used. The

modified version of Eqs. (9) and (10) currently used is

""I + t 6T t

- 2 t )

or 11

T + (Tt/Gl)! = -Tt Fy + ( t/G)Y'

where G and G2 are modulus type parameters to be determined. Convected

derivatives are used so that normal stresses can be accounted for. This

equation will be called the elastic model since it is developed to account

for the lagging or elastic part of viscoelasticity. Equation (l) was

called the k:'netic model since it is formulated with the kinetic concept.

C- Thus, the rate theory is called the kinetic-elastic model.

C LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR THE KINETIC-ELASTIC MODEL

C. STEADY-STATE CONDITIONS

Introducing Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (3) gives

(1F )n -1-Feq p
-=K C m Tp (12)

eq
. . . k

X = (13)-.. = k2 + (k3/TP2)

P = P -P (14)

The subscript eq means the equilibrium value.

It has been found tUt K is essentially constant (3). This would imply

that under equilibrium conditions where T is finite k3/TP2 is small compared
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to k2 and/or that P2 is very close to zero, so that K kl/(k2 + k3).

Apparently the latter is true since p has been found to be very close to

zero (7, 9, 10, ii). In any event K and p can be taken as constants over

the entire range of shear rates or stresses. It has been found that m - 1

and n = 2 is satisfactory; thus, if so, Eq. (12) becomes

Feq 1 + K/2C)Tp -/(1 + (K2C)TP)2 -

(15)

If is negligible compared with f° the non-Newtonian (steady-state)

viscosity expression from Eqs. (5) and (15) is

,n/aS= ~o [1 + (K/2C)Tp - I-(K/2C)"P)2-1] 1/a 

(16)

C.2 SHEAR STRESS GROWTH AT CONSTANT SHEAR RATE

At constant shear rate and considering only the shear stress, the

elastic Eq. (11) can be simplified to

dTn/dt = = (Gl/ft)( tn- yn  (7)

where rn =,./Teq and 0rtn =Tt/Teq"

The other equations are:

,.(1)

with ki and k given by Eqs. (6) and (7)

F( - a) a l /a (1)'." I~~t 0[ t ,) - =

*" and

t :j vt
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• - The limiting conditions are at time 0,

F t = 1.0, n =1 O, t = lo

and at time = c or equilibrium

Ft = constant < 1, Tn 1

C.3 SHEAR STRESS RELAXATION AFTER CESSATION OF SHEAR

The elastic Eq. (11) takes the simple form (shear rate equal to zero)

d Tn/dt - (Gl/I't) Tn  (19)

Equations (1) and (18) in the previous section apply here. The limiting

conditions are at t = 0,

F F <10
">" ' ., t = eq <10 t : leq

and at t =.,

Ft = 1.0, 't 10

c.4 TRANSIENT SHEAR RATE AT CONSTANT SHEAR STRESS

For thi3 case, a little manipulation of the elastic Eq. (11) at

constant stress generates Eq. (20):

dyn G2
• -- ": ::" .'.. - =Yn = t n](o

where vn is (- . e/(- Yeq). The other pertinent equations are,

d(CFt) F)

dt k (CFt  -1 rC(IF t )-

and (1)

!?;,It= Ft(Ila -a )m + V ]a (18)
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The boundary conditions are at t = 0,

F = 1.0 and n is guessed by data

and t =

Ft =Feq and n =1

The special feature of this case is that Eq. (1) is not coupled with

Eq. (20). Thus, Eq. (1) can be numerically integrated, independently.

'-his information is then utilized for the integration of Eq. (20).

C.5 NORMAL STRESS

In a straight forward manner, as shown by Oldroyd (see 1), one can

obtain from the model in the form of convective derivatives, the first

normal stress difference as

< l=  ll- 22 =  t G, Gt
=-2

-,2 L] i- (21)

where the latter form is obtained using Eq. (8). In references (8) and

(9), 1c was not satisfactorily obtained, thus an adequate test of the

prediction was not made.

c.6 OSCILLATORY CONDITIONS

The kinetic equation (1) along with the equation to account for the

elastic part of the deformation (31) (using a sinusoidal input expression

for shear rate) can be solved simultaneously. For the oscillatory shear

rate and its derivative one has

Y =YF+Yo sin (wt) (22)

= : cos (Wt) (23)
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where iF is a fixed shear rate level. Neglecting compared to 1o and t

in Equation (5), we have
a a

Ft = / (24)

Therefore,

1 a - i (25)

Substituting the above equation in Eq. (1), using Eqs. (6) and (7) with

k 3 0 and rearranging gives

ac(It/ o - l

-2TP'2 f 1 t ajn Cn] (26)

Rearranging Eq. (11) gives

----.- GZT--'Lt(Y - +t )I (27)
.'. -' , t  2

Equations (26) and (27) can be simultaneously solved numerically rusing

Eqs. (22) and (23)] to get time vs. shear stress and It and the results

compared to values calculated from experimental data.

D SCME SPECIFIC RESULTS

Figure94 and 5 show typical predictions obtained from the theory for

stress growth and relaxation. Typical constants used for these are:

From equilibriumdata, assumed m = 1, n = 2, a = 1 and 1<

evaluated experimentally = 3.1 x 10 poise

for 35% PMMA (mw = 1.15 x ) in DEP
evaluated p = 1.621 and log K = -8.936
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From constant shear rate transient results

P = -0.01 k 20.0

G = f(.) and is about 1.0 x -O5

From constant shear stress transient results

G = f(T) and is about 0.8 x 105

32
As can be seen from the figures the trend of the predictions are correct.

These specific results are not optimized to fit our full range of data

and thus any comparison would not be meaningful.

Some limited and specific comparisons can be cited from our previous

work (3, 5, 7, 8). Figure 6 is an example of the basic shear diagram

compared to the theory for a range of concentrations (3). Figure 7 gives

similar results for the polymethylmethacrylate solution (7). Figure 8

(0.44 sec - ) and Figure 9 (8.68 see -1 ) show the empirical fit obtained by

Lewis (5), while Figure 10 (496 dynes/om ) shows the shear rate build-up

and the fit obtained by Lee (7). These, as noted, are the earlier empirical

fits based on an integrated form of Eq. (10) and are not based on the

latest equations given in this proposal. Again, evaluation of the present

equations with our data is the subject matter of this proposal.

Pandalai (12) was able to reproduce large amplitude oscillatory data

superimposed on a steady shear rate by using the theory as presented in

Eqs. (26) and (27) and a set of constants selected to fit the oscillatory

data. The set of constants was not necessarily unique since no overall

optimization survey was made. Pandalai was not able to reproduce stress

growth and relaxation experiments with exactly the same constants but was

able to do reasonably well by adjusting only G1 and k2 .
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E APPLICATION TO CONCENTIATED CONTACT IUBRICATION

The kinetic-elastic theory is quite general and can be used as a

basis for describing lubricating materials. As long as the mechanism of

the flow, i.e., the reasons for the nonlinearity of the fluid, does not

change the model should be valid. Ideally, one would like to make measure-

ments of the rheological characteristics under isothermal and atmospheric

S. -. pressure conditions and to be able to use this information under conditions

of temperature variation and extreme pressure levels. The degree that

the model can be used to describe such changes is unknown and must be

determined.

Certainly the time response is realistically described by the kinetic-

elastic model. Our past work h,,s demonstrated this for polymers and their

.5 solutions and there is no reason to expect lubrication materials to be

different.

It should be noted that all alternate means of analysis have been for

a Maxwell type model which means the derivative of the shear rate in

Eq. (11) has been neglected or effectively G2 was taken as infinite. Our

experiments show that the latter is not true and certainly time rate of

changes of shear rate exists in lubrication systems, so that one wonders

what is the effect of only using an equation like Eq. (9) rather than (10)

*...'.-.: or its generalization, Eq. (11).

Temperature changes are introduced naturally through the values for

the lower and upper Newtonian viscosities and through the rate constants

2.-10.::,-
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(k.) and the equilibrium constant (K) (see reference 1). The rate

constants and the limiting viscosities depend on temperature through

equations of the form

ki =koe ERT (28)

and

=A'e -B/RT

where E* is an activation energy of the non-Newtonian reaction and

ko, A', B are all constants. A similar equation is used for % and K

obeys a van Hoff type equation of thermodynamics (i.e., from k/)

The elastic parameters are not expected to depend on temperature, but

this will have to be verified by experimentation. We have done some

work on the effect of temperature on steady-state results, but have not

as yet tried to extend this type of analysis to predict results at one

temperature from another.

The effect of polymer concentration and the adequacy of the model

to describe steady state conditions was demonstrated with Fig. 6 where

data over a wide range of concentrations was represented. It would be

interesting to establish if the effect of pressure on the time response

problem is simply a change in concentration (i.e., density in gi/cc) in

the kinetic equation (1) or does it also involve a coupling through the

normal stress given in Eq. (21). Of course, changes in the limiting

6I viscosities with pressure would have to be established by experiments

using for example capillary viscometers.
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F. APPLICATION TO SLURRY FUELS

We have not been able to locate as yet any existing data that is adquate

for the time response analysis of slurry materials with a yield. However, some

steady state (equilibrium) data is available and this has been analyi.'ed. As

far as we can tell, slurry materials with a yield can be treated by the theory

by using a minor modification to Eq. (5) for the definition of the fraction

converted. This is necessary because no for such materials is infinite (i.e.,

solid-like). The modifications attempted for the steady-state data that proved

promising were: 1) a simple shifting of the stress axis to make the yield point

"-" (to) the origin, 2) using a in Eq. (5) as negative (so that the no term would be

zero; i.e. I/noa), and 3) using , defined as the slope of the curve rather than

by Newton's law.
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